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The Joffrey Ballet introduces a quartet of new company members.
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Our environment is shaped by what we choose to observe. But while our most abundant products are waste, these by-products of our activities are so plentiful and often so strangely formed it is either difficult or impossible to contemplate them, let alone safely hold or fold them into a substrate that is able or willing to digest them.

**From drain to faucet (or river or lake) and back again: our current water cycling pattern**

Many industrial cities worldwide operate combined sewage-stormwater systems, largely built at the tail end of the 19th century in response to outbreaks of cholera and dysentery.*

Large connected sewage systems in Chicago, Paris, and Hanover, Germany, were some of the first built, and therefore are some of the modern world’s oldest and most in need of repair. Folding in additional infrastructure for expanding populations, repairing tunnels, and/or replacing more than 150-year-old pipes (many of them lead) and tunnels is an expensive and complicated operation. Chicago has been at work on its plumbing infrastructure for decades—repair, expansion, and maintenance is an ongoing process.

Black water from toilets, gray water from bathtubs, showers, and sinks, stormwater (including everything it catches as it flows over streets, parking lots, roofs, lawns, and sidewalks), as well as contaminated water from factories where manufacturing or material processing happens—it all ends up at the wastewater treatment plant at some point. In fact, sewers were designed to receive and treat stormwater first and foremost, and are referred to as “stormwater conveyance systems” by professionals, as the volume of stormwater processed is many times of that which we flush.

The primary treatment is mechanical by nature. Water passes through slotted grates where coarse materials over several inches are caught, collected, and landfilled. The water then rests in large settling tanks for several hours until light solids (including grease) float and are skimmed off and landfilled. Heavy solids sink and become primary sludge, which is then sent to a centrifuge where extra water is spun out and sand, gravel, coffee grounds, etc, are landfilled.

---

**FERAL CITIZEN**

The gold is in the dung heap

An excerpt from *The Soil Keepers: Interviews With Practitioners on the Ground Beneath Our Feet*

By NANCE KLEHM

At a time when the word “organic” defines responsible living and municipalities wring their hands over soil contamination, stormwater management, and the overtaxed sewer system, how do we put two and two together and harvest the rich minerals and organisms present in our waste streams? Working with waste challenges cultural taboos, as well as presenting as an environmental risk. But sane, safe, low-tech systems for processing waste also present a real solution to reconnecting our bodies to earth. All we have to do is first pull out the thorn of ingrained prejudice.
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The water from the settling tank then enters secondary treatment, in which air is pumped into the tank to stimulate aerobic bacteria to consume the remaining organic matter suspended in the mixture. Over several hours, as the bacteria eat, more sediment falls out and settles into the tank. The water is then disinfected, usually by adding chlorine, then discharged as “effluent” into a natural waterway. Some of this secondary sludge is used as an inoculant to “seed” the next batch of wastewater with a population of aerobic bacteria. But most of it passes to a biodigester where it produces both oxygen and methane, which is then used for heat and electricity. The effluent from this digestion is then “dewatered” by another centrifugal process to create biosolids, and the resulting water is then returned to the treatment plant for reprocessing and discharged.

The biosolids are mixed with waste carbon (usually wood pulp) and are windrowed to be thermophilically composted and made available as soil amendment or mulch. As recently as a few years ago in Chicago, these biosolids did not enter a composting process. Instead they were heat dried or pasteurized to remove moisture and kill off pathogens, then amended with organic polymers to improve their consistency. There has been both celebration and uproar around the use of biosolids to help revegetate mining tailings, remediate a brownfield into a park, a golf course, or a housing development, etc. The Clintons had them spread in the White House garden; the Obamas had them removed.**

Annually, the city of Chicago sends out an extended water report to every mailbox in the city. Over the years I have noticed that contamination rates in the water supply have increased, though we are assured that they are still within safe levels by EPA standards—as these standards continue to be incrementally increased so we can clear the limbo bar as our systems age. With every human-designed energy system there is entropy or a downcycling that occurs and a need for a discharge of liquid and solid material that can’t be treated any further. Combined sewer overflows usually occur in wet weather when treatment plants fill to capacity. To relieve pressure, excess flow is released into open waters that we share with every citizen and the rest of life’s creatures.

The by-products of human living have great potential for reuse as soil amendment or biogas creation resulting in healthier water, air, and, yes, soil for us all. But whether because that potential is invisible or simply too unpalatable, that potential remains largely untapped. Maybe it doesn’t have a profit margin, is seen to be dangerous, or would require us to unhinge our brains to allow some new impulses to fire. Regardless, we will stay in these nongenerative, damaging, disconnective patterns we have designed and encoded into our lives unless we recognize the gold that lies in the dung heap.***

Notes:

*At the end of 2018, it was reported that 40 percent of deaths in Pakistan are due to dysentery.

**There are different rules for different classes of biosolids. Class A biosolids contain no detectable levels of pathogens. Class B biosolids are treated but still contain detectable levels of pathogens. Meaning class A biosolids have passed through a thermophilic composting process that kills off pathogens where class B biosolids have not. The use of grade of biosolid, whether A or B, brings with it rules of amount that can be used, type of use of the site it is used on (capping a landfill or mine tailings, to fertilize crop land or community garden, as a turf amendment in a public park or residential backyard). Pathogens aside, many of these biosolids contain various heavy metals and dioxins that escape the treatment of the municipal wastewater facility. Only recently has it been proposed to limit the concentration of dioxin and dioxinlike compounds.

***While mining sewage sludge is being looked at to grab the precious metals—namely nickel, copper, platinum, iron, zinc, silver, and, yes, gold (from electroplating, electronics manufacturing and automotive catalysts)—the economics have not proven worth the hassle. 

Nance Klehm’s The Soil Keepers: Interviews With Practitioners on the Ground Beneath Our Feet (Terra Fluxus Publishing) is available for purchase at spontaneousvegetation.net as well as locally at Women and Children First and Marz Community Brewing Co.

@NanceKlehm
Dim sum and win some at Lincoln Park’s D Cuisine

Yum cha is fine at this rare tearoom outside of Chinatown, but it’s the Guangdong chef specials that are really worth investigating.

By Mike Sula

Tuesday, October 1, marks the 70th anniversary of the People’s Republic of China, a milestone that Hong Kong—under British rule at the time—doesn’t share. In the 48 years before the colonizer turned the island back over to the mainland and up until the present, Hong Kong has maintained its own identity, not a small part of which is its standing as the world capital of Cantonese food—probably the most internationally recognizable regional Chinese cuisine among so many. And that’s also definitely true of its particular subset of dim sum, the ritualized brunch of tea and small bites also known as yum cha.

But in fact, no matter how much solidarity we feel for democracy-driven protesters currently getting gassed and clubbed by police and (possibly) Beijing-supported thugs, the practice of yum cha originated on the mainland, in roadside tearooms in Guangzhou, where Cantonese food is known—as it is everywhere else in China—as Guangdong cuisine, named for the surrounding province.

Danny Fang, the owner of Lincoln Park’s D Cuisine, is from Guangzhou, as is his chef, Fang Yu. Does that make any difference in the dim sum he serves every day from 8 AM to 11 PM on North Clark Street?

I’m not so sure, but the bright storefront restaurant does have one key distinction: it’s the only tearoom in the nearly six miles that separate Furama in Uptown and Shanghai Terrace downtown. It’s even more of a stretch considering that, apart from Streeterville’s Grandee Cuisine, all the city’s credible dim sum is clustered in Chinatown like siu mai packed in a bamboo steamer, including stalwarts such as Cai, Chiu Quon, Dim Dim, Dolo, Phoenix, and MingHin. Fang worked at the last for close to a decade as a server, but shrewdly chose to parlay his experience in the middle of a dim sum desert.

More so than regional differences, the question on everyone’s mind when it comes to the dumplings, buns, rolls, cakes, and pastries that make up the universe of dim sum is whether they’re prepared in-house or stamped out en masse, frozen, and trucked to the back door by some outside vendor before they’re steamed or fried, stacked, and then dutifully wheeled out on pushcarts through crowded dining rooms.

Fang threw down a glove when D Cuisine opened in early June, not just for the local...
Guangzhou-style roasted chicken

continued from 5

tion he chose, but for the promise of dim sum made in-house daily. That may be the case, but I experienced such a variety in execution among the bites I tried that it sometimes made the effort seem irrelevant. One afternoon’s deep-fried taro puffs and minced pork dumplings served at room temperature created a crime scene of fryer oil and darkened the collective mood of a table full of fressers with the default disposition of crankiness when it comes to Chinese food. Panfried shredded taro cakes were so embedded with five spice powder that they may have cross-contaminated the chubby siu mai, perfuming the tensile shrimp forcemeat and the tobiko roe crown.

I’m afraid it fogged their mirror on the rest of the meal. For me, I thought much of what crowded the table was perfectly executed in the context of the neighborhood. Panfried corn cakes stuffed with chunks of snappy shrimp straddle the breakfast-appropriate sweet and savory divide, while jiggly chicken feet and honeyed short ribs assertively favor the former side. Fat shrimp dumplings enrobed in chewy dough, unctuous steamed spare ribs, and vegetable-stuffed sheets of tofu skin all could pass inspection in Chinatown. And not all dishes are fried with reckless abandon: seaweed-wrapped krab sausages in a crunchy batter jacket have more snap than a Vienna Polish.

In total, D Cuisine’s dim sum, given its coordinates and 15-hour availability, deserves its pushpin on the city’s Cantonese map. But what the restaurant really has going for it are Yu’s Guangdong chef specials. These include a superb Guangzhou-style whole roasted chicken, with crispy burnished skin and flesh from thigh to breast gravid with unreleased juices waiting to burst forth. A log pile of asparagus is shrouded in a gossamer veil of egg white and crabmeat. In one Yu original, a generous pile of nutty wild rice is wok-tossed with minced beef and glutamate-bombed with savory XO sauce; a glossy-sauced casserole of mustard greens and planks of crunchy Chinese yam (aka cinnamon vine) is possessed by the same five-spiced ghost that haunts the menu in so many unexpected places. You’re meant to eat that rice in scoops of iceberg lettuce, but much later that night I found myself introducing the two leftovers to each other in my own wok, and enjoyed the rest of the darkness free of the usual terrors.

Besides these, there are still novelties to be found throughout D Cuisine’s larger menu of Cantonese classics and a small representation of Ameri-Chinese standards, such as a platter of salt-and-pepper-fried “Causeway Bay Style Jumbo Shrimp.” Named for Hong Kong’s teeming shopping district, they’re tossed with dried red chiles, shredded iceberg lettuce, and crushed soda crackers, as if the British never left.

It doesn’t say much of anything that D Cuisine is serving the best dim sum in Lincoln Park—if not the whole north side. But dishes such as those make the restaurant a rare place of reward for Cantonese food outside of Chinatown.
According to the FBI’s files, Ernest Hemingway tried to convince the agency that he saw a German submarine off the coast of Cuba during World War II. (© COURTESY JOHN F. KENNEDY PRESIDENTIAL LIBRARY AND MUSEUM

Apparently, the FBI will turn over a file so long as the subject is dead. Though parts of many files are blacked out, and I wouldn’t be surprised if they omitted the real good stuff altogether.

As I said, I’ve spent the better part of several nights reading through them, and I got a little dizzy from staring at the screen. I went straight to the writers. Mainly, I wanted to see what a writer had to do to get the FBI’s attention. Apparently, not much.

The FBI had a file on Mike Royko, the great columnist who died in 1997. In it was a copy of a letter from someone in Cleveland, upset over a 1969 column in which Royko chastised the FBI for spreading salacious dirt on Martin Luther King Jr.

Writing directly to then-FBI director J. Edgar Hoover (man, I’d love to see his file), the reader in Cleveland says: “I am sending you some clippings you may want to read . . . I am with you one hundred percent on everything you do . . . I would love an autographed picture of you if possible, to put over my fireplace.”

Guess the Royko reader in Cleveland figured it would pay to butter Hoover up. It worked, as Hoover’s response is also in the file: “I am forwarding . . . one of my photographs, which I have autographed to you. I am returning the communications you send since I know you would want to keep them.”

You know, just in case the Royko reader in Cleveland wants to hang it over the fireplace with Hoover’s autographed picture.

The Sun-Times also has the FBI file on Ernest Hemingway (he was born in Oak Park, so that makes him a Chicagoan, more or less). The funniest parts are when some unknown agent describes Hemingway’s unsuccessful efforts to convince the FBI that he saw a German submarine off the coast of Cuba, where he was living during World War II.

The agent was skeptical in part because Hemingway “is known to have personal hostility to the FBI on an ideological basis, as he considers the FBI anti-Liberal, pro-Fascist and dangers as developing into an American Gestapo.”

Say this for Hemingway—he was never shy about speaking his mind. Even to the FBI.

Not surprisingly, the FBI also snooped on Saul Alinsky, the radical activist of the 50s and 60s, who literally wrote the book on organizing (make that two books—Rules for Radicals and Reveille for Radicals).

An unidentified FBI agent filed a report based on a speech Alinsky delivered in 1969 in Rhode Island: “A confidential source who has furnished reliable information in the past . . . stated that ‘the talk was rambling and disjointed with the basic theme of obtaining power through community action’ and by ‘inciting municipal jitters’ to gain financial goals for the impoverished.”

That sure sounds like Alinsky. The agent goes on to write: “Alinsky at one point stated, ‘It isn’t that I don’t like the establishment, I hate their guts.’”

My guess is the feeling was mutual. Reading through the files reminded me of a story I heard years ago from the late Paul Newey, an investigator for the Cook County state’s attorney’s office.

Newey knew all about the FBI and its files due to the years he’d spent in law enforcement. Near the end of his life, he was diligently digging through some files on a Chicago gangster when, to his dismay, he discovered a report from an FBI agent about ties between well-known gangsters and Mayor Richard J. Daley’s chief corruption investigator.

The gangsters were talking about killing Newey because his investigations were getting too close.

When he read the report, Newey was outraged because 1) the mobsters were talking about killing him; 2) Mayor Daley’s chief corruption investigator was, in fact, a confederate of the very mob he was supposed to be investigating; 3) the FBI knew all of this and never bothered to tell him; 4) all of the above.

I wrote a story about Newey—which I urge everyone to read. After that, the FBI probably opened a file on me. I’ll bet they have one on Herguth, what with all his poking around in their business.

Perhaps years from now one of Herguth’s as-of-yet-unborn grandchildren—who shares that Herguth journalistic gene—will send in a request to the FBI, secure grandpa’s file, and deposit it on the Sun-Times site. Which, by then, will no doubt include several thousand dossiers.

That would put Herguth right up there with Royko, Hemingway, and Alinsky—pretty good company to keep.

Keep up the good work, Bob. ☺️
Marshan Allen emerged from prison in clothes unfit for the midwestern winter: a standard-issue gray hoodie and sweatpants, a pair of slippers. He boarded a van that drove him to the front parking lot of Stateville Correctional Center. It was December 2016, and 40 miles northeast rose the orange glow of Chicago. The van slowed to a stop. The door opened. From the huddled welcome party of family and friends and lawyers came a shout: “Hallelujah Jesus!”

His mother was first to embrace him. It was different from all those times she’d held him in shadowless visitation rooms. To her, it felt like giving birth again. “Let’s go,” Allen said as they walked to his mother’s minivan, “before they change their minds.”

The small caravan departed Stateville and stopped at Allen’s new rental apartment. He checked in with his parole officer while his family cleaned and talked, and then they left. The landlord, an old friend, had put Allen’s utilities in order and furnished the bedroom and an office, but the place was otherwise empty. Prison had been punishment by absence, and, besides family, it was simple pleasures that Allen had missed: fishing, driving, washing cars, sleeping in, mowing the lawn. He had missed baths, and had long envisioned a bubbly soak on his first night home. He filled the shallow tub, lowered himself in, and closed his eyes under the fluorescent light.

He couldn’t sleep after the bath, so he called his high school friend Simone Bowles and sat at a computer as they talked. He toured East Chatham, his old neighborhood, on Google Street View. He visited his grandmother’s house, not far from the scene of the crime, and then returned to the scene itself. He and Bowles wandered the past together. “The weirdest thing was, it all seemed normal,” he told me of that first night back. He’d expected to feel like an alien, adrift, or disoriented. But nothing about freedom was strange. “I felt like I went to sleep and woke up.”

In 2005 the U.S. Supreme Court ruled five to four that capital punishment is unconstitutional for crimes committed before the age of 18. “The reality that juveniles still struggle to define their identity means it is less supportable to conclude that even a heinous crime committed by a juvenile is evidence of irretrievably depraved character,” wrote Justice Anthony Kennedy. “The State can exact forfeiture of some of the most basic liberties, but the State cannot extinguish his life and his potential to attain a mature understanding of his own humanity.”

Though the ruling hinged on a single vote, it provided the logical groundwork by which criminal justice advocates could chip away at the next-harshest punishments targeting youth. In 2010, the Supreme Court agreed that life without parole was impermissible for a juvenile convicted of any crime besides homicide. And in 2012, in Miller v. Alabama,
mandatory life without parole for juveniles was abolished. Evan Miller was raised by an alcoholic and drug-addicted mother, an abusive father, and the foster care system. From an early age he was an addict. He first attempted suicide in kindergarten; three more attempts followed. Then, at the age of 14, he pummeled his mother’s drug supplier with a baseball bat and lit his trailer on fire. (The man died from his injuries and smoke inhalation.) Miller, who was drunk and high at the time of the crime, was tried as an adult, found guilty of murder, and sentenced, by statutory mandate, to life without parole.

The court, again in a five-to-four opinion, recognized universally “mitigating qualities of youth” in the details of Miller’s upbringing: kids are immature, reckless, and dependent on family, for better or worse. “Incorrigibility is inconsistent with youth,” wrote Justice Elena Kagan in the majority opinion. State law could no longer mandate a life sentence for juveniles, as such “punishment was abolished.

A 2016 decision made this retroactive. Suddenly eligible for a second chance were 2,200 adults sent as kids to die in prison. When Allen was young and his Aunt Rosetta visited she would toss him the keys to her gold BMW. He would slip out of the house and sit in the car listening to the radio. During summers and on school days when he ditched class at Emil G. Hirsch Metropolitan High School, Allen helped a man named Doc repair cars behind his house. He rebuilt engines, installed brakes and transmissions, and sometimes sold drugs. He would also occasionally steal cars from his neighborhood, joyride for an hour, then ditch them nearby assuming word would get back to the owner—but not, he said, before washing the cars and filling them with gas. If he and his friends were well enough organized, they would make off in a convoy of stolen cars and play tag by tapping bumpers.

Allen grew up poor, but not unhappy. “I had no supervision, no curfew, I could come and go as I pleased, especially after I got my car,” he told me in one of several conversations. Allen bought a maroon 1984 Chevy Impala with an inheritance from his grandmother’s death. “No one would ask where I’d been. No one asked why I wasn’t at school, and the school didn’t call home. At the time I thought it was the coolest thing ever.” He now sees this as dysfunctional and has come to recognize greater strains from childhood—his uncles’ ascendance in the Gangster Disciples, his family’s legacy drug business and addictions. Allen sold drugs to his aunts and delivered them to his mother. He left his mom’s apartment, in South Chicago, at the start of high school and moved in with his grandmother, three miles away on 79th Street. This was near the rental apartment out of which his brother, James, ran a lucrative drug business, and for whom Allen ran errands, delivered packages, picked up buyers, and dropped them off.

According to court documents and testimony, on March 11, 1992, Allen drove to get Myron Gaston, a regular buyer, and two of Gaston’s friends. He took them back to his brother’s apartment, where they purchased $2,800 worth of cocaine, then pulled a gun and robbed James of money and an additional four ounces of cocaine. When the robbery was over, Allen obediently completed his duties as chauffeur, driving the men back to the corner where he’d picked them up, wondering whether they would let him live.

A few days later, after a string of failed negotiations with the robbers at a White Castle, James asked Allen to steal a Chevy Astro van and, the next morning, Allen climbed into the back seat with one of James’s acquaintances, Darnell Dixon. Behind the wheel was Eugene Langston, who set a sawed-off shotgun on the floor. The three men made their way to Gaston’s apartment, parked around the corner, and climbed a back stairwell. Langston handed Dixon a .45 caliber handgun, then knocked on the door.

To Allen, the stolen van, the ride-along with Dixon and Langston, even the weapons, all marked a campaign grounded in that fundamental if rough-cut Old Testament variety of fairness: steal back what’s stolen. “I don’t remember anyone talking about killing,” Allen told me.

---
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Langston leveled the shotgun, fired twice, then kicked down the door. Allen heard more gunshots as he fled. He waited in the van until Dixon and Langston returned, then the three drove away and ditched the van. Dixon left to meet his girlfriend. Langston and Allen returned to James’s apartment, where Allen monitored his brother’s police scanner. Voices soon confirmed two dead.

Allen learned that the Gangster Disciples, the gang Gaston belong to, had spread word to kill him and his brother, so the two of them fled the city in a rented Lincoln. They looped around the southern shore of Lake Michigan, then sped east to Detroit, where they could sit out time with the family of James’s girlfriend.

One week into hiding, Allen turned 16. He walked down the block and bought a half gallon of strawberry ice cream at an Amoco gas station and enjoyed it by himself. In early April, he and James returned to Chicago. They never discussed the crime.

Allen was arrested on April 4. The cops came to his mother’s house, roused him from bed at midnight, and drove him to the District Five police station, where he was interrogated by detectives in a small room. By midmorning, he’d signed a statement drafted by the assistant state’s attorney, Henry Simmons, that outlined his crime. Allen was shuttled to juvenile detention to await trial, and 11 months later, on his 17th birthday, he was transferred to Cook County Jail. He remembers a stopover at the courthouse where an employee gave him a cupcake with a single lit candle, wished him happy birthday, and let him call his mother.

Allen’s first trial ended with a hung jury. One of the jurors found the mandated sentence of life without parole too severe. The prosecutors brought the case again in June 1994, imbuing Allen with the criminal motivation of vengeance. Because of Illinois’s law of accountability, it didn’t matter whether Allen had pulled a trigger or even possessed a gun. Accountability “is like a blanket that spreads out over the criminal activity,” the prosecutor explained in his closing statement. By stealing the van, Allen “placed himself under the blanket.” Nor, the prosecutor continued, should Allen’s youth overshadow or soften the viciousness of the murders. The judicial lines of reasoning that animated Miller v. Alabama were still years away. “Whether it is a 16-year-old, a criminal mind is a criminal mind nonetheless, and it acted like a criminal mind,” said the prosecutor. This time all the jurors agreed.

He was sent to the maximum security Pontiac Correctional Center. He sought refuge with the Gangster Disciples, who knew his uncles well and embraced him in their prison bureaucracy. This proved a comforting familiarity. Fresh in Allen’s mind was mess hall, where signs lined the walls (“Sit down when shots fired”) and a corrections officer surveyed the room while holding an M14.

Allen assumed a job on the bottom of the gang’s hierarchy as a “gallery coordinator.” He canvassed his caseload, collecting legal concerns, informal complaints, and formal grievances into a weekly report. He learned to research legal cases in the prison library and he tracked the progress of his own appeal, which was in the hands of a lawyer bankrolled by his brother.

Allen was 18, the enforcement of prison rules was lax, and James soon began to mail him packages of marijuana. He collected the drugs from another inmate at the law library or in the yard. Selling was easy, and he was soon rich with goods from commissary and other homespun crafts offered in exchange for the drugs.

In January 1997, Allen was transferred to Stateville Correctional Center. Six months later James was killed in a motorcycle crash on Chicago’s southwest side, at the sunken S-curve of Interstate 57 below the 107th Street overpass. Allen’s lawyer then dropped his case, guards caught him with marijuana, and he was sent to solitary for six months. As Allen grieved for his brother, he could feel himself slipping into a hole. He sat alone in his cell, the fixed anchor of his life sentence weighing even more heavily. Soon after his release back to the general population, he was transferred to X House.

X House, which had been home to inmates on death row when Illinois still practiced capital punishment, was intimate relative to other wings, housing 80 men rather than hundreds. Though raised Baptist, Allen had never read the Bible, which he’d grown up knowing as the white man’s book. But haunted by those the state had killed and in search of guidance, he shrugged off this preconception and enrolled in a class on Catholicism. He began to question the prayers for release he had long whispered to God. What interest did God have in letting him go, Allen thought, if he wasn’t living life as he should? And if he were somehow granted release, whether by divine or earthly intervention, would he even recognize what this looks like—living life as he “should”?

Shortly after this, Allen resigned from the Gangster Disciples, enrolled in a paralegal training course, and, in November of 2001, received his certificate. He enrolled next in a two-year curriculum on small business management. He pushed for transfer to a medium-security prison, where educational opportunities were comparatively bountiful. In 2007, the request was granted. At Western Illinois Correctional Center he started taking classes offered by Lake Land College.

Among several subjects, accounting proved most irresistible. He disappeared for hours in the subtle interpretation of numbers. Because the prison had no pencil sharpeners outside of the classroom, he carried two dozen presharpened pencils back to his unit and stayed up late at an empty table in the common area laboring over his homework. He tracked stocks, matching their rise and fall against his readings of Bloomberg Businessweek, the Wall Street Journal, Barron’s, and Kiplinger’s Personal Finance. He underlined and dog-eared his copy of the Morningstar Complete Investor, and he devised a fictional portfolio that outperformed the 401(k) of his Lake Land professor, Ronald Frillman. Then he realized he could legally make his own investments, so he pulled together a few hundred options and pored over annual reports and SEC filings. He sought to model his decision-making on the inspired farsightedness of his new idol, Warren Buffett, whose self-exile from Manhattan and San Francisco to the quiet of Omaha resonated with Allen and his own involuntary exile.

Allen put $150—all he had—into CVS stock. He had never stepped foot inside of a store. But he knew that most of the company’s revenue came from its pharmacy, and this seemed like a stable bet. The fact that CVS had a smaller market share than Walgreens gave it greater room for growth, he reasoned. “Plus,” he said, “I’m a fan of the underdog.” Years after he’d purchased the stock, riding on a prison transfer bus passing through Champaign, Illinois, Allen saw a CVS through the mesh cage of the window. He nudged the man beside him and said he owned a brick or two of the store.

“Stop and think for a moment about the remarkable thing that occurred,” Frillman told me. “Here’s somebody who has been locked up since he was 16, without a high school education. He’s got a life without parole sentence and instead of ‘oh, woe is me,’ he thinks: How do I get my GED? How do I get my paralegal certificate? Can I get transferred to pick up more classes because they don’t offer them at this prison? Can I get an associate’s degree, a BA?” Frillman paused. “If he wanted, I’d adopt him.”

Meanwhile, the world of law, a strange cousin to accounting with its distinct vernacular and byzantine rules, became Allen’s second refuge. When he had first arrived at Pontiac, older prisoners taught him the basics of legal research. Once he no longer had legal representation, Allen spent long days at the library exploring the details of his case. In 2003, he secured a job as a law clerk in Stateville prison. Three years later, the Illinois State Bar Association recruited him to help write Post-Trial Remedies: A Handbook for Illinois Prisoners. He started filing for postconviction relief on the grounds that the initial police interrogation had violated his rights and that he’d not received effective assistance of counsel.

Allen’s appeals failed and failed and failed, and he continued to file. “He will not stop fighting,” a public defender, Crystal Carbellos, who represented him during his 2016 re-sentencing hearing, told me. “He is unwilling to stop fighting.” Nearly two decades after he was first arrested and jailed, the courts finally responded in Allen’s favor. When he wrote an article for the prison newspaper, Stateville Speaks, he titled it “The Sixteenth Time’s a Charm.”
As Allen’s individual disposition began to change, so too did the broader politics of juvenile punishment. He watched the Supreme Court in 2005 ban the death penalty for anyone under 18. He had come to understand that law changed incrementally, and that capital punishment was, by necessity, the first step in dismantling the next-harshest youth sanctions. Repealing mandatory life without parole for juveniles was not far down the list, and seven years later came Miller v. Alabama, which did just that.

In March 2014, the Illinois Supreme Court decided that Miller would apply retroactively. Roughly 80 men and women across the state sentenced to mandatory life without parole as juveniles were eligible for a resentencing hearing. (Some states ruled Miller was not retroactive; the Supreme Court settled this state-by-state discrepancy in 2016.) Allen, by that time, had been transferred to Danville Correctional Center, where he was pursuing classes through the local community college.

That spring, Allen remembers the first truly nice day of the season, stepping into the prison yard and drifting to the solitude of its southeast corner. Beyond the chain-link fences and concertina wire was a small manmade lake. It was the first time Allen had seen a body of water since getting locked up. There were a few men seated in a flat-bottomed boat, chatting over the putter of the motor. Allen’s mother had instilled in him a love of fishing that, for years, he’d nurtured with subscriptions to Bassmaster Magazine, In-Fisherman, and Indiana Game & Fish. He sat out there in the calm and watched the men cast their lines, wait, talk, reel in, cast again.

In April 2015, Allen moved back to Cook County Jail to await his resentencing date. He worked as a tutor and showed 19- and 20-year-old inmates how to carry numbers when doing addition along with the basics of spelling and reading.

He was called to the courthouse in November 2016. Allen sat at a table with Carbellos, his appointed attorney. His family filed in behind him. The prosecutors argued he was not ready for release. Character witnesses on Allen’s behalf rose to take the stand and argue the contrary. Carbellos choked up while presenting her closing statement.

“Why? Because of the number of years Marshan lost,” she told me. “He should’ve grown up like other kids grow up. He should’ve finished high school. He should’ve gone to college, had a girlfriend and a wife and a family with kids. He lost 25 years of his life. And what’s amazing to me is that his experience has not jaundiced him toward people, toward life, even toward the judicial system.”

The judge sent Allen home with time served. “Would you like it in days, or years, or months?” Carbellos asked him when it came time for the formal sentencing. Days, said the judge. “9,008.” Allen sobbed, his head on the table, as his family cheered. And yet, as pure as the happiness should have been, it was not untainted by the sense that he was leaving men behind. He considered himself lucky—lucky that he was a juvenile at the time of the crime, lucky that his sentence was mandatory and not discretionary, and lucky that these two factors made him eligible to walk free when so many others remain in prison with no possibility of release.

This is the strange and muddy legacy left by the Supreme Court: only mandatory life without parole for a juvenile was deemed unconstitutional. It remains within a judge’s power to sentence juveniles to life without parole. Sentencing relief also applies only if the crime was committed before one’s 18th birthday; 18-year-olds and 19-year-olds are ineligible. States are struggling to answer a new question too: How many years qualifies as a “de facto” life sentence? Can a juvenile be sentenced to 100 mandatory years? What about 70? Judges and legislators are working through this morbid actuarial logic. An April 2019 ruling in Illinois drew the line at 40 years: below that is acceptable, above qualifies as a life sentence.

Before his release, Allen received a psychological evaluation at Cook County Jail. The psychologist noted that he had been sentenced to 49 years—under Illinois law, he owed half of this, which amounted to time served—and the psychologist wanted to make sure Allen didn’t harbor any suicidal thoughts. He told her he was in fact elated with the sentence because it meant he was going to be released. “And then the more I thought about it, the more it made me angry. I’d been locked up for 25 years and no one decided to give me a psych evaluation then,” Allen said. “Y’all never cared about me and how I was developing mentally, whether or not I’d been affected—never once gave me a psych evaluation. Now I’m on my way home and you want to give me a psych eval?”

On a Monday morning, he was ushered through the outtake process at Stateville; sometime in the evening he was pulled ➤
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the sound of a small fish tugging the line, rattled in the wind, and it was different from what the bells sounded like when they knew what the bells sounded like when they heard. “Unexpected fishing trip goes perfectly right,” before heading to a nearby nature preserve.

into his trunk, then drove to buy bait and ice. Allen had fish and Reese’s Peanut Butter Cups, Kit Kats, and potato chips. Allen never showed. The ride back was silent.

That night in his cell he tried to imagine what had gone wrong. “I felt cheated,” he said. “These people, they already took all these days and years and stuff from me, and which was different still from the sound of a big fish hooked and starting to fight. Twice the bells rang for something big, and twice he reeled in catfish.

Allen is now two and a half years out and married. He lives south of the city, in Richton Park, with his wife. He is a program director at the Restore Justice Foundation, a Chicago-based criminal justice advocacy group. He works closely with Northwestern’s Bluhm Legal Clinic, and has also enrolled at Northeastern Illinois University to finish his bachelor’s in criminal justice policy and advocacy. Allen is 43 years old, but is sometimes, briefly, animated by the spirit of adolescent Marshan, somehow preserved inside the man who was in prison. It occurs like a possession. A certain subject rises and Allen fills with self-doubt, vulnerability, even naivete.

Allen bears his personal story openly as both cautionary tale and evidence: though people tend to describe what he accomplished while in prison, and since, as exceptional, he views himself as an example. “Not the exception, the example,” he says. He sees thousands of people behind bars whose personal journeys to reform and remorse go unrecognized, people whose potential for creation rather than destruction goes squandered.

And amid everything sits an unsettling paradox not lost on Allen. As much as he despises the institution of prison in its current form—the violence and grimness and hopelessness and lack of opportunity, its manifestation of racism and intimations of slavery, all of that—it is something to which he also admits a troubling debt of gratitude. “The people I left behind, the people from the streets, and the people I’ve met and become friends with since, all of these people who are a part of my life now—it never would’ve happened if it weren’t for prison,” he said. “It kind of hurts to think about that.”

These days he spends his time researching possible changes to laws. He writes memos. He meets with state legislators to encourage them to realize a more lenient and restorative system of justice in Illinois. Not long ago, Allen was on his way home, entering the tunnel of Millennium Station, when his phone rang. It was Justice P. Scott Neville Jr. of the Illinois Supreme Court, who had become a mentor and performed his wedding rites, checking in. Allen stopped for a moment. He stared at the screen as strangers streamed by, his world frozen as he considered where he was and who was calling.

these people, they already took all these days and years and stuff from me, and now you just took another day. You just got another day from me. And it might not seem like a lot, but it was my day.”

—Marshan Allen

now you just took another day. You just got another day from me. And it might not seem like a lot, but it was mine. It was supposed to be mine. I wasn’t supposed to spend that night there. I was supposed to be at home with my family."
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n 2017, while working at Starbucks, Allen filled his spare time with spontaneous fishing trips. One day in early July, after the heavy morning rains suddenly quit, he packed three rods, a tackle box, and folding chairs into his trunk, then drove to buy bait and ice before heading to a nearby nature preserve. “Unexpected fishing trip goes perfectly right,” he said.

He had three lines out at once and on each line he’d attached a fishing bell. He said he knew what the bells sounded like when they rattled in the wind, and it was different from the sound of a small fish tugging the line, poetry competition Louder Than a Bomb, and an instructor at UIC, the poet was a scrappy kid from the suburbs who moved to Wicker Park in the mid-90s when it was still a blue-collar, predominantly Latino and eastern European neighborhood. Like many other creative spirits at the time, he was attracted by the cheap rent and burgeoning arts and culture scene. “Wicker Park was my announcement—really even to myself—that [being a writer] was the life I wanted to pursue,” Coval says.

But the connection runs even deeper than that. His grandfather had first moved to Wicker Park in 1906, about 90 years prior to Coval. “My whole life has revolved around the neighborhood. It’s been painful to see it shift in such a way that—like, I can’t live here anymore.” (A studio in Wicker Park will now cost you $2,700 a month.)

Covall had been wanting to write a book about Wicker Park for a long time, but it wasn’t until artist Langston Allston came into the picture that the idea became a reality. The two met at Allston’s 2017 show, “When People Could Fly,” on the history of Chicago public housing. Allston’s work had a “realism that hinted at a comic book love,” Coval says.

They first worked together on “Milwaukee Avenue,” a long stand-alone poem published in chapbook form last year. It was their “mixtape,” as Coval puts it. Allston’s work is interspersed throughout Everything Must Go, from portraits of neighborhood mechanics (“The Saviors of El Barrio”) to full-page illustrations of Coval’s old apartment at 1108 N. Hermitage.

“Wicker park’s a quinoa wrap / a lite grain, a lite beer, a small brewery / a facsimile of what it used to be,” Coval writes. Coval says that the first sign he noticed that the neighborhood was changing was the closing of coffee shop and beloved “third place” Urbus.

Coval’s last book, A People’s History of Chicago, ambitiously aimed to tell the story of Chicago in 77 poems, and his follow-up collection two years later, Everything Must Go (Haymarket Books), tackles another topic close to his heart—gentrification. Specifically, the gentrification of Wicker Park, once a working-class neighborhood and hotbed of young artistic talent. It’s now one of the most expensive communities in the city and, many would say, a skeleton of what it once was.

Before he was artistic director of Young Chicago Authors, cofounder of the slam -lawn & culture

Gentrification pains
Everything Must Go pays tribute to the displaced working-class of Wicker Park.

By Taylor Moore

Kevin Coval’s poetry has always been focused on the margins of identity and community. Tackling subjects like his Jewish upbringing and structural racism, the self-styled breakbeat poet has drawn inspiration from working-class Chicagoans and people of color whose stories were not often told.

Coval’s last book, A People’s History of Chicago, ambitiously aimed to tell the story of Chicago in 77 poems, and his follow-up collection two years later, Everything Must Go (Haymarket Books), tackles another topic close to his heart—gentrification. Specifically, the gentrification of Wicker Park, once a working-class neighborhood and hotbed of young artistic talent. It’s now one of the most expensive communities in the city and, many would say, a skeleton of what it once was.

Before he was artistic director of Young Chicago Authors, cofounder of the slam
zations, like the Guild Literary Complex and Subterranean, are still a training ground for young artists today, but other centers for the community were eventually priced out of the neighborhood.

In his collection, Coval pays tribute to those neighborhood mainstays, like Cafe Matou and Lit X, and some of its best-known residents, including local rapper Sharkula and the late poet Oba Maja. But he focuses most on the working-class Wicker Parkers who were displaced—the mechanics, barbers, waitresses, the tamale guys.

For them, there’s a “constant threat of removal,” Coval says. And when that happens, “you have an erasure of working-class people and stories in the city.”

As a resident of New Orleans—a city still undergoing gentrification post-Hurricane Katrina—Allston sees these forces happening in real time. “It’s not really that alien of a concept to read through [the book] and imagine the neighborhood changing, because I watch my community change constantly.

“As artists, we’re always looking for this way to freeze the neighborhood we came into, in the way that we came into it,” Allston adds. “And then you watch it start to change and you watch the things you love about it disappear, because the things you love about it are the parts that aren’t viable under capitalism.”

Some would argue that the low-income white artists who moved into the neighborhood were themselves a gentrifying force—and with that comes a recontextualizing of people’s experiences coming of age in Wicker Park. This sentiment is reckoned with explicitly in former Reader contributor Jessica Hopper’s memoir Night Moves (2018), which followed the music critic’s life in Wicker Park and Ukrainian Village in the early-to-mid 2000s, when the neighborhood was still relatively affordable.

Coval evinces the same grief—and guilt—in conversation. “We were a part of the plan, unbeknownst to us,” he says. But even as he acknowledges that gentrification is a complex, systemic force, he thinks it can be mitigated at the individual level through small actions like supporting local businesses and public schools.

Even as the neighborhood has become almost unrecognizable to longtime residents, you can still see some vestiges of old Wicker Park, Coval says. Many of the dive bars are still intact, for example. And Sharkula still sings mixtapes on Milwaukee Avenue more than 20 years later.

For Brian Wharton, who goes by Sharkula and Thingamajig, Wicker Park was essential in his journey as a hip-hop artist. “I worked two jobs just to fulfill my habit of wanting to get cassettes out,” he says. All of the best record stores, clubs, and parties were in Wicker Park. “It was just exciting to be able to breakdance and pop-lock in a circle amongst the greatest breakdancers, beat boys, pop-lockers.”

His old hangout spots—Lava Lounge, the Pontiac, the Blue Note—are no longer around, though, and neither are the rappers and breakdancers of that time. But even as Sharkula has watched the neighborhood morph, he still believes in Wicker Park. One of the main routes that he hustles at is still Milwaukee Avenue—the stretch between Damen and Ashland.

“I can definitely feel the spirit,” he says. “That’s what I feed off of.”

Even the illustration accompanying Coval’s poem about Sharkula reflects that hope. It’s a portrait of Sharkula—his hands clutching his face, gazing upward as if having a vision. “He outlasted the chain / & the burger king / & the real world / & yuppie capitalism,” Coval writes. “Sharkula, will die / if he ever stops / moving.”

Kevin Coval © COURTESY THE ARTIST
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Struggling on God’s rules

In On Division, a devout 57-year-old Jewish mother works to reconcile her faith with her Hasidic community’s cruelty to her late son.

By Lily Meyer

Recently, I interviewed the writer Nathan Englander about his novel Kaddish.com, whose protagonist is a lapsed Orthodox Jew who lapses back. Englander finds this religious back-and-forthing eminently understandable. “I don’t think I was born to be Orthodox,” he said, “but I don’t think I was born to be secular. I struggle on my nonfaith the way other people struggle on their faith.”

In Jewish American literature, struggling not to believe is unusual. From Chaim Potok to Philip Roth to Taffy Brodesser-Akner, Jewish novelists in this country have tended to depict secular or nonpracticing Jews, some of whom reject their religion completely. Chicago writer Goldie Goldbloom, who’s Hasidic and queer, takes a different approach in her quietly exceptional second novel, On Division (Farrar, Straus and Giroux), released last week. Her protagonist, Surie Eckstein, is a Hasidic Jew for whom there is no lapsing from faith. Surie loves God. What she “struggles on” are God’s rules.

Surie has lived her entire life in Hasidic Williamsburg, Brooklyn. She’s devoted to her religion and community despite the cruelty with which the latter treated her son, Lipa, who committed suicide after being outed as gay. Surie misses him fiercely and blames herself for not defending him, but tries to soldier on for the sake of her nine living children. Nine and counting, that is. Somehow, at 57, Surie is pregnant with twins.

For Surie, this development prompts neither an outpouring of faith nor a new challenge to it. Surie’s belief is unchangeable, even in the face of a maybe-miraculous pregnancy. Often, she takes her connection to God for granted. She’d make a perfect foil to Leo Finkle, the rabbinical student in Bernard Malamud’s classic story “The Magic Barrel,” who considers his life tragic because he is not “a talented religious person.” Surie’s religious talent is a given. What matters to her is religious practice.

To Leo, loving God is abstract, and thus impossible. To Surie, loving God is granular. The rules of Hasidism serve to remind her that God is present, as tangible as her unborn children. In Goldbloom’s hands, these rules double as constant moments of obedience, which, as the novel progresses, turn into tiny moments of choice.

Tiny-seeming, that is. Surie understands the importance of small decisions. When Lipa was little, she refused him the forbidden “yarmulke he craved, maroon velvet with an embroidered star.” Black yarmulkes only, she told him, terrified to permit her son a “girly yarmulke.” Now, Surie sees that refusal as the first time she withheld empathy from Lipa.

Surie is much too good at withholding. Throughout On Division, she keeps her pregnancy secret from her family. At first, she’s too shocked to tell. Once she accepts her pregnancy, the deception has grown to unmanageable proportions, aided by her pre pregnancy weight. Goldbloom doesn’t shy from describing Surie’s fatness, or
continued from 13

the cruelty it sometimes provokes, as when Surie’s adult daughter recoils at the idea that her parents still have sex, demanding, “And what was Tatie thinking . . . how could he . . . ? You’re so—‘Old,’ Surie said, right as her daughter said, ‘Obese.’”

Goldbloom never judges Surie’s weight or libido. She writes with undignified interest about Surie’s varicose veins and mastectomy scars. In one scene, as Surie’s granddaughter Miryam Chiena investigates her wrinkles, Surie thinks lovingly, “This child was fascinated with bodies.” So is Goldbloom—and so is Surie. She befriends her midwife and starts translating for other Yiddish-speaking patients, whose disconnection from their pregnancies convinces her to study midwifery herself. Her husband is horrified, but Surie remains resolute, telling him, “The wives of Williamsburg need a Jewish nurse.”

Surie’s decision to meet this need is Goldbloom’s biggest departure from the Jewish American literary tradition, which has tended to center on personal liberation. Potok’s Asher Lev escaped Hasidic Brooklyn for art; Roth’s Alexander Portnoy escaped Jewish Newark for sex. But lately, the American novel seems to be shifting toward treating personal liberation as a path toward social or historical freedom. Goldbloom puts Surie on this path. Rather than liberate Surie from her community, she asks Surie to liberate her community from its worst self.

Goldbloom can do this precisely because Surie follows Hasidic rules. Surie would be far less motivated to help the wives of Williamsburg if she were ambivalent about remaining one. But Surie loves her faith. She loves the rules that have made her life holy, but accepts—slowly and painfully—that they mean less because they made Lipa’s life hell.

That acceptance enables Surie to break rules judiciously. Rather than flout her disobedience, she weighs it carefully. Goldbloom is careful to remind readers that liberation doesn’t necessarily mean rule-breaking, just as obedience doesn’t necessarily mean holiness. Personal freedom becomes important to Surie, but not in what her husband calls a “me, me, me” sense. Surie frees herself for the people she loves, and in that way spares herself the fate of poor Leo Finkle, who “did not love God so well as he might, because he had not loved man.”  
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‘The Last Judgment’ brings catharsis to Little Village

Artist Adela Goldbard draws from Mexican traditions to address issues in the neighborhood today.

By Kerry Cardoza

Have you ever wanted to see a police car set on fire? You may soon have the chance to, albeit the car in question is made of pulped paper. Artist Adela Goldbard’s “The Last Judgment/El Juicio Final,” on view through October 10 at Gallery 400, features papier-mache set pieces mirroring iconic symbols of the Little Village neighborhood—both good and bad. The exhibition combines the history of Mexican effigy-burning traditions with the complexity of carnival to delve into the challenges facing the neighborhood of Little Village today, complete with a flame-filled finale.

Entering the gallery is like entering Little Village itself. First you’re face to face with a replica of the Little Village Arch, which stretches over 26th Street and is akin to the arches in many towns in Mexico. Nearby are a paleta cart, a small brick house, a copy of the 26th Street Discount Mall sign, and of course a Homeland Security vehicle, complete with federal agents sporting devil horns.

Goldbard, who is originally from Mexico and graduated from SAIC in 2017, chose to focus on Little Village because it’s a majority-Mexican community that retains a strong link to Mexican traditions. In September, just after the exhibit opened, the neighborhood held its 50th annual 26th Street Mexican Independence Day Parade, part of Fiestas Patrias, which commemorates Mexico’s independence from Spanish rule.

The exhibition draws from a 16th-century morality play called The Last Judgment, which warns of the dangers of not living a devout life. The first Western play to be staged in what is now Mexico, The Last Judgment was written by Franciscan priest Andrés de Olmos as a tool of religious conversion. Goldbard takes this morality play and cleverly turns it into a liberatory text.

“Instead of generating fear, it’s about celebrating traditions and it’s about burning what needs to be eliminated from the community,” she says.

Goldbard came upon this play while researching other projects, and was immediately drawn to the use of pyrotechnics in its original staging. The play’s central character, Lucia, wears earrings made of fireworks that explode, symbolizing the punishment she receives on Judgment Day.

Lucia also appears in Goldbard’s work as a modern-day immigrant from the Mexican state of Michoacán. Her story is told via a sound piece played in the gallery, spoken in the indigenous language Nahuatl, which was also used in the original staging of the play. A final version of this sound piece will be the central component of the project’s culmination. On November 2, the set pieces will be transported to La Villita Park, where a spectacular public performance will take place in connection with the Chicago Architecture Biennial.

“It’s something in between a play, a pyrotechnic spectacle, and a movie,” Goldbard says. “People can expect a celebration. People can expect a cathartic event. People can expect to have fun, but also to be encountered by events that require some criticality of them.”

Most of the objects in the gallery will be set on fire during the spectacle while surrounded by fireworks. The idea stems from the tradition of the burning of Judas, during which effigies of the traitorous figure were burned as a way of disposing of evil. These traditions are sometimes written off as merely celebratory, but Goldbard sees them as deeper than
that, more complex. She says it’s a crucial way for a community to be openly critical of society’s ills and allows people to ritually destroy those ills.

It was crucial to Goldbard that this project be conceived in collaboration with Little Village residents. She spent months meeting with community members and local artists, listening to their concerns and holding art workshops with students. The large papier-mâché sculptures featured in the exhibit are based on models from these workshops. Artisans from Artsumex, a collective from Tultepec, Mexico, were flown in to craft the final objects.

“For me, it was important that, visually, the project is a bridge between communities on both sides of the border,” Goldbard says.

In one of her workshops, Little Village fifth-graders were asked to make cardboard models of an event that had a negative impact on their lives. Many depicted a house in flames, like the 2018 fire that left ten children dead. One created an ambulance. Another made a gun.

Goldbard’s project makes it clear that this community faces immense challenges—they’re so apparent even elementary school kids can see them. For decades the coal-fired Crawford Power Generating Power Plant led to elevated rates of asthma and other respiratory illnesses among residents, especially children. In 2016, Fidencio Sanchez, an 89-year-old paleta seller, revealed he couldn’t afford to stop working. The increasing threat of ICE raids caused a recent 20 to 50 percent drop in sales for Little Village retailers. But residents have fought against these injustices every step of the way. In 2012 they successfully shut down the plant. They raised nearly $400,000 to support Sanchez. They’ve formed defense networks to warn neighbors about ICE raids. It’s that strength, in the face of staggering odds, that drew Goldbard to tell this neighborhood’s story.

“At the end of the play, it’s a story of a very brave community,” Goldbard says. “And that’s how I see Little Village. It’s a community that has been struck by a lot of systemic violence, and not only are they still standing, but they’re a community that would never stop fighting for their rights. This is a story of fighting for your own community.”

DANCE

Four on the floor—and in the air

Joffrey Ballet introduces a quartet of new company members.

By Oliver Sava

A decade ago, Joffrey Ballet made a major investment in its future with the Academy of Dance, an official school and training program that feeds the company with new talent while providing open dance classes to the larger Chicago community.

“It’s really rewarding that over a third of the company today has come through the academy,” says Ashley Wheater, Joffrey Ballet artistic director. That includes three of the four new dancers the Joffrey added this year: José Pablo Castro Cuevas, 18; Jonathan Dole, 21; and Miu Tanaka, 21. Hyuma Kiyosawa, 18, also joins the company, earning an invitation after impressing Wheater at the 2018 USA XI International Ballet Competition last year.

When choosing candidates to promote from the academy, Wheater looks for a natural quality. “You want to see that they are strong technically, and have a natural sense of musicality. They have to have the ability to dance a huge repertoire. Anything from the very classical ballets like Swan Lake and Sleeping Beauty to as far afield as Alexander Ekman or Andrea Walker.”

The first challenge for these new company members: Cathy Marston’s Jane Eyre, a Chicago premiere that fuses classical and modern ballet techniques to mine the psychological depths of Charlotte Brontë’s novel.

“Cathy Marston’s not afraid to tackle literature,” says Wheater. “She’s a woman who enjoys the narrative, and her production of Jane Eyre spoke to me. She’s taken a great novel and crafted a really beautiful work. Her work and the way the company is bringing it to the stage, it’s a really good fit.”

José Pablo Castro Cuevas, 18

On his introduction to dance: “My dad was a soccer player, and my mom would make fun of my dad because he would bring little gifts for soccer. And my mom would be like, ‘No, what are you talking about? He’s going to be a ballet dancer.’ As a joke. But as I grew, I was always involved in artistic stuff. I told my parents that I wanted to dance, but I didn’t know exactly. So we spent a whole day just trying to find what type of dance I like.”

On why he loves ballet: “The movement and the music, those two together are very freeing. It’s something where I wake up every morning and I’m like, ‘Oh, I get to do ballet again.’”

On overcoming boy dancer stigma: “I started dancing when I was six years old, and I had to hide it from all my friends. Once they found out, it was crazy. People stopped talking to me and were making fun of me. The director of my school talked to them and they understood what it meant to be a ballet dancer. They also included me in the jazz group of my school, and then everyone saw that I could actually dance and thought I was so cool.”

Hyuma Kiyosawa, 18

On his introduction to dance: “I started ballet when I was six years old. My father was a professional weightlifter in Germany. My dad wanted me to be an athlete—weightlifting, rugby, soccer player, baseball. I had a flexible body, so he put me into ballet. On the day he told me I’m going to take ballet class, I thought it was volleyball class. They sound the exact same in our accent. I went there, put on tights, and was like, ‘What am I doing here?’”

On when he knew he wanted to be a professional: “I went to Kiev State Ballet School. I was nine years old and I went into the...
On his introduction to dance: “I started dancing when I was four years old. In Japan, it was very strict. I had no off days. Christmas, New Year’s, doesn’t matter. It was very strict, but I had good teachers.”

On what inspires her: “I know how special it is to be able to change the audience’s emotion through my dancing. It’s really difficult to make the audience love. If it’s good, I can really feel the audience’s excitement. If it’s not as good, that’s the moment when I get motivation and energy. It makes me want to get better and make the audience feel that.”

On character roles: “I love the chance to dig deep and find the character. You have different people playing the same character, and it’s the exact same steps, the same choreography, but it looks completely different.”

On her big break: “In [last season’s] Swan Lake, someone got injured and I had to jump into her spot, which I had never done before. (Academy dancers sometimes dance in main-stage productions before joining the company.) I had almost four hours to learn the performance. I watched the video. I made it, no mistakes. Because I learned all that stuff in school before, it helped me. And it showed them what I could do.”

Jonathan Dole, 21

On his introduction to dance: “My mom put me in a bunch of sports and I hated them all. She sent me to a dance studio in my neighborhood. ‘Go take this tap class, get rid of your energy.’”

On joining the academy: “When I first came here, we danced from 9 AM to 4:30 PM. Before I was dancing at night for two hours. Every year was challenging. The rep was really good. I wasn’t technically a ballet dancer until I got trained here as a ballet dancer.”

On starting ballet late: “Not starting in ballet made me a lot more well-rounded. A lot of people, when you start ballet, you do ballet until you retire. We’re actually doing a tap piece this year—The Times Are Racing—has a tap part—so it’s an amazing opportunity to get to do that as a first year and as a soloist part.”

On ballet as sport: “Ballet has taught me so much discipline, and it gave me a place to put all of my focus. With a lot of sports, it feels like you do whatever. I definitely view ballet more as an art form, personally, but one that is very athletic.”

Cerqua Rivera Dance Theatre

American Catracho puts Wilfredo Rivera’s immigrant story on its feet

Cerqua Rivera Dance Theatre turns 20 with two programs of work exploring American identity.

By Irene Hsiao

Cerqua Rivera Dance Theatre, founded by composer Joe Cerqua, choreographer Wilfredo Rivera, and the late visual artist Matt Lamb, celebrates its 20th anniversary with two programs of new works devoted to American identity, including works by choreographers Shannon Alvis and Monique Haley that explore Native American and African American heritage, as well as the premiere of Rivera’s evening-length work devoted to the immigrant experience, American Catracho. Drawing from his own story and those of his loved ones, Rivera says, “I wanted to share the traumatic components of migrating from another country and the story of working men and women who are looking for a new hope, a new land, a new opportunity.”

Born in Honduras, Rivera arrived in the United States at the age of 12. “My parents are musicians,” he says. “They saw something artistic in me that we don’t have the opportunity to explore and to relish in my country. They wanted to take me to a place where I could study this art form.”

Rivera graduated valedictorian from the New Orleans Center for the Creative Arts, a tuition-free arts conservatory that counts Wynton and Branford Marsalis and Harry Connick Jr. among its alumni. Though offered scholarships to college, Rivera could not attend. “There were many things out of reach because I did not have a green card,” he says. “A lot of my professional choices were made because of what I could do with the resources I had, which was my talent. I auditioned for Gus Giordano and Hubbard Street, and I was lucky enough to receive apprenticeships with both of them.” At Hubbard Street, Rivera met choreographer Sherry Zunker, who hired him as a founding member of River North Dance Company, where he danced for several years. Yet as he began to choreograph for musical theater in the city, Rivera realized he wanted to found his own company.

“Since I grew up with musicians, live music was the missing element. That was the initiation for starting Cerqua Rivera. Once you put live bodies behind those notes, it’s going to feel different all the time. Coming from a jazz and Latin background, the effervescent and joyful and spontaneous reaction and counterreaction is inspiring, thrilling,” he says. The company would also prove to be Rivera’s claim to permanent residency.

“I became legal because of my work in the community and my company. I was creating work, presenting it, and employing musicians, dancers, and composers. I was teaching for schools as well, bringing dance and arts to [areas of] need. I was able to present all of this as my immigration case.”

“I feel American,” says Rivera. “This is where my life is, this is where I have invested so much energy and talent and artistic language and work.”

@IreneCHsiao
It’s 1985, and Reagan’s “trickle-down” economics have left the soil dry and parched. There are few jobs, which makes other methods of earning seductively compelling—if not essential to survival. In a society that yokes the output of an individual to self-worth, what is the measure of a man without work? Must securing his humanity require blood sacrifice?

Kelvin Roston Jr. is outstanding as Hedley, a man of modest lineage who stands fast in the eye of a great and terrible storm. His brow bears the substantial weight of Wilson’s storytelling, a too-young man reckoning with racism, family legacy, betrayal, and the vengeance of an Old Testament wrathful God who does not suffer fools gladly. When Hedley asks, “Do I have a halo over my head?” it’s a desperate plea for salvation from the merciless hand of fate before the scythe cuts him down.

Director Parson deftly navigates the relentless waves of grief that buffet Hedley’s kingdom by offering frequent comedic beats, leaving the audience unmoored and vulnerable for the next sucker punch. One of the standout emotional moments is a showstopper monologue delivered by Kierra Bunch, who plays Hedley’s girlfriend Tonya, where she reckons with the nature of foresight, love, mercy, and a subject that still remains taboo.

Both female characters are rich and layered, and Ruby (TayLar), Hedley’s mother, is no exception. A shrewd, uncompromising woman, Ruby knows that regret is just as much a part of life as joy. She and her beau, Elmore, played by the indomitable A.C. Smith, have great chemistry, and as TayLar and Smith tease out subtleties in the complex tale of their relationship, they treat us to a Rashomon-like retelling of history as a parable and maybe even a glimpse of destiny.

Rounding out the cast is Hedley’s best friend, Mister, played by Ronald L. Conner. He brings levity and an impish charm to scenes of sobering shenanigans that remind us that these men are still children, grasping for the trappings of adulthood like blind seedlings pushing up instinctively through the soil.
THEATER

The King’s Speech
Through 10/20. Wed 1 and 7:30 PM, Thu-Fri 7:30 PM, Sat 3 and 8 PM, Sun 2 PM; also Tue 10/1, 7:30 PM; Thu 10/17, 1 PM; and Sun 10/13, 6:30 PM, Chicago Shakespeare Theater, 800 E. Grand, 312-595-5600, chicagoshakes.com, $50-$90.

OPENING
The score’s the thing in The Color Purple
Lilli-Anne Brown’s production for Drury Lane stirs the soul.

There is no doubt the 2005 musical adaptation of Alice Walker’s 1982 Pulitzer Prize- and National Book Award-winning novel (which also draws on Steven Spielberg’s blockbuster 1985 movie) has a wonderful score, packed wall-to-wall with powerful, soul-stirring music and clever lyrics by Brenda Russell, Allee Willis, and Stephen Bray—all seasoned veterans of the music industry when they began collaborating on this show. The original cast album for the 2015 Broadway revival even won a Grammy.

According to a recent NPR story, 12 journalists have been murdered in Mexico so far this year, making it the deadliest nation in the world for reporters. Rebecca Alemán’s two-character play for Water People Theater (presented as part of the third annual Chicago International Latino Theater Festival: Destinos) addresses the crisis through the story of Paulina (played by Alemán), a Venezuelan-born human rights reporter in Mexico trying to regain her memory and speech after being in a coma for several months.

The memory hole
Rebecca Alemán examines the personal price paid by human rights journalists.

REVIEWS
Words fail
The King’s Speech looks good, but the drama is inert at Chicago Shakes.

By Catey Sullivan

The rise of Albert, Duke of York, from stammering puddle of self-doubt to global champion in the fight against Nazis is a story with all the right stuff. There’s a scandalous royal romance, a world on the precipice of disaster, and in “Bertie,” an underdog who’s easy enough to root for. In director Michael Wilson’s staging of David Seidler’s drama for Chicago Shakespeare Theater there are also Downton Abbey—worthy period costumes by David C. Woolard and a cast led by Harry Hadden-Paton (Downton’s Seventh Marquess of Hexham, aka Lady Edith’s husband). Opening the play the same weekend as the Downton movie was a savvy move: Hadden-Paton comes with a built-in publicity bonanza.

But the production is more a series of eye-catching historical tableaux than a living, breathing drama. Seidler’s dialogue is occasionally clever, particularly when speech therapist Lionel Logue (James Frain) is at his occasionally clever, particularly when speeching, breathing drama. Seidler’s dialogue is more theatrical exercise. It’s strikingly insular. There isn’t a per-

nifer of a change in locale. In Kevin Depinet’s massively walled set is indicated by lighting fixtures that go up and down as the action moves about—it feels like they’re getting more of a workout than the cast. Projection designer Hana Kim does most of the heavy lifting; Depinet’s walls serve as screens that morph into variously sumptuous wall coverings and teeming masses of Brits.

The first act hangs on the crisis that arises when Bertie’s elder brother, David (Jeff Parker), insists on marrying Wallis Simpson (Tiffany Scott), presenting the unthinkable possibility of an American divorcée becoming Queen of England. That’s settled offstage, during intermission. David abdicates in the second act, having had a complete change of heart while the audience was in the loo.

Hadden-Paton makes Albert easy to sympathize with—as much as he can. Albert’s insecurities aren’t uncommon, but like most problems, they’re far easier to deal with if one doesn’t also have to worry about things like money or housing and has hundreds of staff on call to do one’s bidding 24/7. And despite the looming menace of a global war, The King’s Speech is strikingly insular. There isn’t a person of color to be found in this version of England, only a brief mention of colonial Africa and New Zealand.

Anglophiles are apt to love the production, especially those starving for the next season of The Crown. Chicago theaterphiles should know this: John Judd is killed off early and relegated to an offstage speaking role thereafter. That’s enough to make you want to petition the king, or better yet, the casting director.

@CateySullivan

The Original cast album for the 2015 Broadway revival

Back in 2007, New Yorker theater critic John Lahr dismissed Theresa Rebeck’s play Mauritius, about a woman getting involved with petty thieves, as “Mamet for girls.” I remembered that while watching Rebeck’s 2018 Broadway comedy, Bernhardt/Hamlet, now in its local premiere under Donna Feore’s direction at the Goodman—and not just because a sexist critic plays a supporting role and decries an actress’s ambition with “You are a freak.”

Though Rebeck has written many essays on sexual discrimination in theater, she’s now put those thoughts in a play about theater. Set in Paris in the late 1890s, the story revolves around Sarah Bernhardt (Terri McMahon), the glorious (but aging) doyenne of the stage who, having outgrown ingenue roles, decides to play Hamlet. Only this woman of both sexual allure and seemingly indomitable self-assurance can’t work her mind around the indecency of the Danish prince, so she enlists her lover, pre-Cyrano de Bergerac Edmond Rostand (John Tufts), to rewrite it for her own strengths. “A woman who cannot do anything is nothing. A man who does nothing is Hamlet.” She points out—an acidic reminder that women are often judged on resumés and men praised for “potential.”

Rebeck’s play, at least in this production, tends to work better taken in parts, but those good parts are pretty glorious. A scene between McMahon’s Hamlet and Larry Yando’s Ghost is as transcendent as the brilliant moment in the TV series Slings & Arrows where a director dissected the psychology of Ophelia. At nearly three hours, Rebeck takes a little too long to make her points, but it’s overall a delightful and thought-provoking theatrical exercise.

—— KERRY REID ——

Bernhardt/Hamlet Through 10/20: Wed 7:30 PM, Thu 2 and 7:30 PM, Fri 8 PM, Sat 2 and 8 PM, Sun 2 PM; also Sun 9/29 and Tue 10/15, 7:30 PM; Thu 10/10, 7:30 PM only, Goodman Theatre, 170 N. Dearborn, 312-443-3800, goodmantheatre.org, $25-$80.

Lean in
Open Door Repertory’s The Best of Enemies makes the case for finding common ground in troubled times.

Some plays seem tailor-made for small spaces. Such is the case with Mark St. Germain’s powerful four-hander, adapted from Osha Gray Davidson’s 1996 book The Best of Enemies: Race and Redemption in the New South (also the source for a 2019 film), about the real but unlikely friendship that developed between an Atwater, a fiery civil rights activist, and C.P. Ellis, an equally fiery “extoled cyclops” of the Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, in Durham, North Carolina, in the early 1970s. As performed in Open Door’s intimate 75-seat house, this show is riveting. Even the quieter moments of the play raise the roof, as when after lots of shouting and finger jabbing and name calling, these two stubborn souls suddenly discover they are after the same things—a good education and a better future for their children.

In Ellis’s words, “The amazing thing about it, her and I, up to that point, [had] cursed each other, bawled each other, we hated each other. Up to that point, we didn’t know each other. We didn’t know we had things in common.”

It helps, of course, that the show, under the direction of Sonia L. Surratt and Mary Pat Sieck, unfolds so gracefully. They know how to use the small stage to full advantage, as do the show’s stars, Felisha McNeal and Brendan Murphy. McNeal and Murphy have strong enough lungs to bellow with the best of them. But they’re equally adept at speaking softly enough that we lean forward to hear every word. Maybe if enough people lean forward, they will listen. In a time of division, the story of Atwater and Ellis gives one hope.

—— JACK HELBIG ——


The memory hole
Rebecca Alemán examines the personal price paid by human rights journalists.

According to a recent NPR story, 12 journalists have been murdered in Mexico so far this year, making it the deadliest nation in the world for reporters. Rebecca Alemán’s two-character play for Water People Theater (presented as part of the third annual Chicago International Latino Theater Festival: Destinos) addresses the crisis through the story of Paulina (played by Alemán), a Venezuelan-born human rights reporter in Mexico trying to regain her memory and speech after being in a coma for several months.

The story’s the thing in The Color Purple
Lilli-Anne Brown’s production for Drury Lane stirs the soul.

There is no doubt the 2005 musical adaptation of Alice Walker’s 1982 Pulitzer Prize- and National Book Award-winning novel (which also draws on Steven Spielberg’s blockbuster 1985 movie) has a wonderful score, packed wall-to-wall with powerful, soul-stirring music and clever lyrics by Brenda Russell, Allee Willis, and Stephen Bray—all seasoned veterans of the music industry when they began collaborating on this show. The original cast album for the 2015 Broadway revival even won a Grammy.

Director Lilli-Anne Brown, her choreographer, Breon Arzell, and her strong cast of triple threats take full advantage of the superb score. Much of the inner life of the main character, Celi, and her journey from shy, abused daughter of a sharecropper to a happy, assertive clothes designer we learn through the show’s songs and dances. And that is plenty, though it also helps that Celi is played by Eben K. Logan, an actor with enough power and grace to play a character who’s the very personification of the expression “still waters run deep.”

The score for this show is so successful it almost doesn’t need a book. Good thing, because it almost doesn’t have one. Marsha Norman does the bare minimum with Walker’s story to keep it going—she sets scenes, introduces characters, and then gets out of the way. But with a production as thoroughly entertaining as this one, that is just an observation, not a criticism.

—— JACK HELBIG ——

The Color Purple Through 11/3: Wed 1:30 PM, Thu 1:30 and 8 PM, Fri 8 PM, Sat 3 and 8 PM, Sun 2 and 6 PM, Drury Lane Theatre, 100 Drury Lane, Oakbrook Terrace, 630-530-1511, $55-$70.

The memory hole
Rebecca Alemán examines the personal price paid by human rights journalists.

According to a recent NPR story, 12 journalists have been murdered in Mexico so far this year, making it the deadliest nation in the world for reporters. Rebecca Alemán’s two-character play for Water People Theater (presented as part of the third annual Chicago International Latino Theater Festival: Destinos) addresses the crisis through the story of Paulina (played by Alemán), a Venezuelan-born human rights reporter in Mexico trying to regain her memory and speech after being in a coma for several months.

The memory hole
Rebecca Alemán examines the personal price paid by human rights journalists.

According to a recent NPR story, 12 journalist
Paulina’s caregiver is her former coworker, Rodrigo (Ramón Camín), whose sympathetic demeanor seems to mask a darker secret that comes out gradually over the 90 minutes of the play. But The Delicate Tears of the Waning Moon isn’t a whodunit so much as a “why do it?” – Kerry Reid

The reason she and so many real-life women journalists do their job. Because they’re women.” As the play honors the memory of journalists like Miroslava Breach, it also asks us to be brave enough to look at the same injustices that imbues Paulina with a defiant wit that animates her fragility. Why do journalists like Paulina risk so much, and does their sacrifice make a difference? Sobering questions, indeed.

“Why do journalists like Paulina risk so much, and does their sacrifice make a difference? Sobering questions, indeed. Why do journalists like Paulina risk so much, and does their sacrifice make a difference? Sobering questions, indeed.” – Chicago Sun-Times

Losing the plot

Equivocation gets tangled up in Shakespearean intrigue.

The setup to Bill Cain’s revisionist Shakespearean fairy tale is the sort of juicy, rebellious, intrigue-filled “what if” fantasy that would make Quentin Tarantino proud. What if a villainous Lord Robert Cecil (Michael Dalberg) approached the Bard (Brendan Hutt) and his company to create a propaganda play that whitewashes the recently foiled Gunpowder Plot to bomb Parliament? And what if the King’s Men deviated from their forcibly “requested” commission to instead expose a conspiracy led by a corrupt king?

Interesting premise, right? And at times over the course of this nearly three-hour Idle Muse production, it does yield some lightly comedic, often insightful scene work from Evan Jackson’s capable and sharp ensemble. But Cain’s long-winded, hard-reference-winking, dramatically leaden script and writing style will likely only appeal to the most committed Shakespeare-festival nerds.

Hell, even those audiences—ones with deep-cut Elizabethan prerequisites satisfied—may have a hard time tracking the emotional beats in the plot here, which quickly and exponentially expand from the promising and focused starting point to include Shakespeare’s strained relationship with his daughter Judith (Kali Skatchke), the suppression of Catholics during the reign of James I, a fictionalized origin story of Macbeth, and the joys and pains of the creative process writ large.

The setup to Bill Cain’s revisionist Shakespearean fairy tale is the sort of juicy, rebellious, intrigue-filled “what if” fantasy that would make Quentin Tarantino proud. What if a villainous Lord Robert Cecil (Michael Dalberg) approached the Bard (Brendan Hutt) and his company to create a propaganda play that whitewashes the recently foiled Gunpowder Plot to bomb Parliament? And what if the King’s Men deviated from their forcibly “requested” commission to instead expose a conspiracy led by a corrupt king?

Interesting premise, right? And at times over the course of this nearly three-hour Idle Muse production, it does yield some lightly comedic, often insightful scene work from Evan Jackson’s capable and sharp ensemble. But Cain’s long-winded, hard-reference-winking, dramatically leaden script and writing style will likely only appeal to the most committed Shakespeare-festival nerds.

Hell, even those audiences—ones with deep-cut Elizabethan prerequisites satisfied—may have a hard time tracking the emotional beats in the plot here, which quickly and exponentially expand from the promising and focused starting point to include Shakespeare’s strained relationship with his daughter Judith (Kali Skatchke), the suppression of Catholics during the reign of James I, a fictionalized origin story of Macbeth, and the joys and pains of the creative process writ large.
THEATER

to include this deviance, and the excitement of supposed transgression wears off all too quickly. As scene after scene painfully evinces, having the thing we wanted can suddenly make us not want it anymore.

I was impressed with the fluid staging of director Brenda Didier’s production, which kicks off Theo Ubique’s new season in the company’s delightful Evanston space. I started to name actors and actresses who deserved special commendation and found there were too many; this is a stellar cast. Big up to the versatile house band, which is conducted by keyboardist Jeremy Ramey. —MAX MALLER HELLO AGAIN Through 11/3, Thu-Sat 7:30 PM, Sun 7 PM, Theo Ubique Cabaret Theatre, 721 Howard St., Evanston, 773-347-1109, theo-u.com, $34-$59, optional dinner $29.

Not enough at stake
Mother of the Maid views Joan of Arc through her mother’s eyes, but doesn’t commit to the real drama.

Jane Anderson’s 2018 play retells the oft-dramatized life of Joan of Arc from the point of view of her mother, Isabelle. But though Kate Fry brings flashes of faith, fear, and ferocity to Isabelle, the story itself falls curiously flat, and not just because we know the ending.

Anderson’s use of contemporary vernacular seems designed to conjure the earthiness of Joan’s farming family, which includes choleric father Jacques (Kareem Bandealy) and bratty brother Pierre (Casey Morris). But it feels instead like a playwright making a strained case for the relevance of Joan’s story in our time—when it doesn’t feel like Isabelle is playing Edith Bunker to Jacques’s Archie, Expositional bookending monologues, delivered by Fry’s Isabelle and referring to herself in the third person, distance rather than illuminate.

The question of whether or not Isabelle fully believes Grace Smith’s Joan is having holy visions (and whether her support for her headstrong daughter is rooted at least partly in her own desire for reflected glory) is well worth exploring. But Fry’s Isabelle doesn’t make the shifts in Isabelle’s own feelings about her daughter’s growing fame feel wholly motivated.

That’s not really Fry’s fault or that of director BJ Jones. Rather, it’s the fault of a playwright who picks up lots of tantalizing shifty objects (the perfidy of the clergy; the self-aggrandizement of teenagers) and puts them down before fully exploring what they mean in the context of Isabelle’s relationship to Joan.

Fry and Smith have a scene of great tenderness and sorrow before Joan’s death that suggests the emotional depths Anderson could have reached if she’d spent more time really investing in the mother-daughter connection, rather than using it as a clothesline for airing out a story that’s been told many times before. —KERRY REID MOTHER OF THE MAID Through 10/20, Wed 1 and 7:30 PM, Thu 7:30 PM, Fri 8 PM, Sat 2:30 and 8 PM, Sun 2:30 PM, also Sun 10/13, 7 PM, Wed 10/9, 7:30 PM only, Northlight Theatre, North Shore Center for the Performing Arts, 9501 Skokie Blvd., Skokie, 847-673-6000, northlight.org, $30-$89, $15 students (subject to availability).

Norwegian wood
Oslo illuminates the behind-the-scenes machinations of Middle East diplomacy.

If A Walk in the Woods, Lee Blessing’s 1988 play about the private talks between two diplomats—one Soviet, the other American—got cozy with Noel Coward’s country-home comedy Hay Fever, the result would be similar to JT. Rogers’s 2017 Tony-winning play. Set in 1995, Oslo traces the back-channel negotiations between Yitzhak Rabin’s Israeli government and the PLO instigated by a Norwegian diplomat, Mona Juul (Bri Sudia), and her think-tank-director husband, Terje Rad-Larsen (Scott Parkinson).

The latter in particular is a firm believer that getting the involved parties out of the official conference rooms and into more informal settings where they can see each other as individuals is crucial to achieving a breakthrough. That translates here into a series of complicated (and often hilarious) attempts to get the PLO and Rabin’s team to meet regularly in a Norwegian country home, where they bicker over verbiage, air ancient (yet legitimate) grievances, find common ground over booze (and waffles prepared by Juliet Hart’s hostess), and—yes—take a walk in the woods.

The great strength of Nick Bowling’s smart production for TimeLine (presented in association with Broadway in Chicago) is not just how it keeps the times-complicated narrative clear, though that’s no small feat. It’s how, by showing us the full range of emotions felt by these complex individuals, all of whom are invested in their people’s survival as well as their own desire for a bit of history making, we see the wisdom of Terje’s approach. There’s not a weak link in the 13-member cast.

The saddest part is realizing how quickly the advances of the Oslo accords receded following fresh outbreaks of violence. —KERRY REID OSLO Through 10/20, Wed 2 and 7:30 PM, Thu-Fri 7:30 PM, Sat 2 and 8 PM, Sun 2 PM, also Sun 10/29, 7:30 PM, Wed 6/25, 7:30 PM only, Broadway Playhouse, 175 E. Chestnut, 800-775-2000, broadwayinchicago.com, $35-$95.

Stoned soul picnic
Hannah li-Epstein’s Pakalolo Sweet has a communal feeling, but the story loses focus.

Staged in the coach house of a Chicago Park District facility on the shore of Lake Michigan in the Edgewater neighborhood, Hannah li-Epstein’s comedy-drama about a family of Hawaiian marijuana growers labors mightily to be an investigation of mental illness masquerading as a mellow good time. Whether one buys what she’s selling depends a lot on one’s attitude toward weed and the lifestyle connected to it.

Before the actual play begins, the audience is asked to participate in a karaoke session with the cast. Perhaps, with a group of stoned friends, this might be a good time and a fine way to set the mood, but if one expects to be presented with theater rather than a team-building exercise, this is a tedious bit of throat clearing. The hour or so devoted to the narrative feels fragmentary, though it does contain a couple of powerful moments.

The semilegal pursuit of growing pot, with its structural flaw of employees abusing the product, is convincingly evoked. But the oblique references to mental illness aren’t developed fully enough to warrant the play’s jarringly abrupt conclusion. This piece is the second part of a trilogy but doesn’t feel complete enough to stand on its own. I wished afterward that li-Epstein had canned the karaoke party and used that half hour to answer the many questions posed by what could one day be a compelling piece of theater. —DMITRY SAMAROV PAKALOLO SWEET Through 10/5, Wed-Fri 7:30 PM, Sat 4:30 and 7:30 PM, Mon-Tue 7:30 PM, Berger Park Cultural Center Coach House, 6205 N. Sheridan, nothingwithoutacompany.org, $30.
**The Mountain**★★


---

**REVIEW**

**A jagged climb**

Rick Alverson’s *The Mountain* is a fascinating but ultimately frustrating mood piece.

By Ben Sachs

In one of my first weeks of high school, my freshman English teacher provided our class with a short passage to introduce a discussion of literary tone. The passage was straightforward description of a walk through a public park, with details of trees, benches, and such. Then, in the penultimate sentence, the narrator mentioned seeing two men stabbing a third man to death; the passage concluded with another bland line in keeping with the earlier sentences. You can probably guess what my teacher wanted to achieve with his lesson: that a consistent tone in literature can normalize or else dampen the impact of content that might otherwise seem egregiously out of place, in this case a violent act. I’ve thought of this lesson often over the years, most recently when watching *The Mountain*, the latest feature by American independent Rick Alverson (*The Comedy*, *Entertainment*). The film exudes an eerily, consistently placid tone and trades in the subject of violent subjugation. It’s ultimately a frustrating experience, though its central rhetorical device certainly makes an impression.

*The Mountain* takes place sometime in the 1950s in an unidentified part of the U.S. that’s woodsya and underpopulated. Andy (Tye Sheridan) is a withdrawn man in his early 20s who lives with his father (Udo Kier), a former figure skater who now owns an ice rink. Andy assists his father by tending the ice; a memorable early image presents the young man driving a Zamboni across the empty rink, his eyes fixated on something outside the frame. Alverson barely shows the two men speaking to each other, and when he does their conversation seems fraught with subtle tension. Andy’s father dies ten minutes into the film, and the elder man’s death makes little discernible impact on his son, whose demeanor remains quiet and affectless. Alverson invites us to share in Andy’s emotional state through the film’s style. The camera rarely moves, and when it does, it proceeds steadily along straight paths; the sound design is hushed and meditative, and the vivid sets and costumes evoke a cozy sense of the past that one can achieve with his lesson: that a consistent tone in literature can normalize or else dampen the impact of content that might otherwise seem egregiously out of place, in this case a violent act. I’ve thought of this lesson often over the years, most recently when watching *The Mountain*, the latest feature by American independent Rick Alverson (*The Comedy*, *Entertainment*). The film exudes an eerily, consistently placid tone and trades in the subject of violent subjugation. It’s ultimately a frustrating experience, though its central rhetorical device certainly makes an impression.

*The Mountain* takes place sometime in the 1950s in an unidentified part of the U.S. that’s woodsya and underpopulated. Andy (Tye Sheridan) is a withdrawn man in his early 20s who lives with his father (Udo Kier), a former figure skater who now owns an ice rink. Andy assists his father by tending the ice; a memorable early image presents the young man driving a Zamboni across the empty rink, his eyes fixated on something outside the frame. Alverson barely shows the two men speaking to each other, and when he does their conversation seems fraught with subtle tension. Andy’s father dies ten minutes into the film, and the elder man’s death makes little discernible impact on his son, whose demeanor remains quiet and affectless. Alverson invites us to share in Andy’s emotional state through the film’s style. The camera rarely moves, and when it does, it proceeds steadily along straight paths; the sound design is hushed and meditative, and the vivid sets and costumes evoke a cozy sense of the past that one can achieve with his lesson: that a consistent tone in literature can normalize or else dampen the impact of content that might otherwise seem egregiously out of place, in this case a violent act. I’ve thought of this lesson often over the years, most recently when watching *The Mountain*, the latest feature by American independent Rick Alverson (*The Comedy*, *Entertainment*). The film exudes an eerily, consistently placid tone and trades in the subject of violent subjugation. It’s ultimately a frustrating experience, though its central rhetorical device certainly makes an impression.

Andy deliberating over the invitation—the next scene shows the two men on the road. It’s a clever way of illustrating Andy’s passivity, and it grants a sense of inevitability to the characters’ journey. Like the heroes of a fairy tale, Andy and Wallace seem destined to go out exploring; if Alverson’s tone weren’t so unchanging, the narrative development might inspire excitement.

Yet the director achieves something more jarring after first lulling viewers into a dreamy complacency: he shocks us with the revelation that Wallace is a traveling therapist who performs lobotomies at mental institutions. The film experiences a jolt with the introduction of Dr. Wallace Fiennes (Jeff Goldblum), who turns up at Andy’s family estate and talks to him about a woman (Jennifer Jason Leigh), who lives with her father (Udo Kier), a former figure skater who now owns an ice rink. Andy assists his father by tending the ice; a memorable early image presents the young man driving a Zamboni across the empty rink, his eyes fixated on something outside the frame. Alverson barely shows the two men speaking to each other, and when he does their conversation seems fraught with subtle tension. Andy’s father dies ten minutes into the film, and the elder man’s death makes little discernible impact on his son, whose demeanor remains quiet and affectless. Alverson invites us to share in Andy’s emotional state through the film’s style. The camera rarely moves, and when it does, it proceeds steadily along straight paths; the sound design is hushed and meditative, and the vivid sets and costumes evoke a cozy sense of the past that one can achieve with his lesson: that a consistent tone in literature can normalize or else dampen the impact of content that might otherwise seem egregiously out of place, in this case a violent act. I’ve thought of this lesson often over the years, most recently when watching *The Mountain*, the latest feature by American independent Rick Alverson (*The Comedy*, *Entertainment*). The film exudes an eerily, consistently placid tone and trades in the subject of violent subjugation. It’s ultimately a frustrating experience, though its central rhetorical device certainly makes an impression.

*The Mountain* takes place sometime in the 1950s in an unidentified part of the U.S. that’s woodsya and underpopulated. Andy (Tye Sheridan) is a withdrawn man in his early 20s who lives with his father (Udo Kier), a former figure skater who now owns an ice rink. Andy assists his father by tending the ice; a memorable early image presents the young man driving a Zamboni across the empty rink, his eyes fixated on something outside the frame. Alverson barely shows the two men speaking to each other, and when he does their conversation seems fraught with subtle tension. Andy’s father dies ten minutes into the film, and the elder man’s death makes little discernible impact on his son, whose demeanor remains quiet and affectless. Alverson invites us to share in Andy’s emotional state through the film’s style. The camera rarely moves, and when it does, it proceeds steadily along straight paths; the sound design is hushed and meditative, and the vivid sets and costumes evoke a cozy sense of the past that one can achieve with his lesson: that a consistent tone in literature can normalize or else dampen the impact of content that might otherwise seem egregiously out of place, in this case a violent act. I’ve thought of this lesson often over the years, most recently when watching *The Mountain*, the latest feature by American independent Rick Alverson (*The Comedy*, *Entertainment*). The film exudes an eerily, consistently placid tone and trades in the subject of violent subjugation. It’s ultimately a frustrating experience, though its central rhetorical device certainly makes an impression.

Andy deliberating over the invitation—the next scene shows the two men on the road. It’s a clever way of illustrating Andy’s passivity, and it grants a sense of inevitability to the characters’ journey. Like the heroes of a fairy tale, Andy and Wallace seem destined to go out exploring; if Alverson’s tone weren’t so unchanging, the narrative development might inspire excitement.

Yet the director achieves something more jarring after first lulling viewers into a dreamy complacency: he shocks us with the revelation that Wallace is a traveling therapist who performs lobotomies at mental institutions.
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across the country. Throughout The Mountain
Alverson presents the procedure in graphic
detail, and the cruelty of this outmoded
practice creates an unsettling frisson with
Wallace's friendly attitude whenever he's not
in a hospital. (Goldblum's charismatic per-
formance, a standout in the actor's career, is
so good that it puts one at ease even more ef-
tively than Alverson's calming style.) Andy
appears as unfazed by assisting a lobotomist
as he did by his father's death—if anything,
he seems to enjoy learning the art of photog-
raphy. Alverson hints that Andy is fascinated
by Wallace's work because it provides him
with insight into the experience of his insti-
tutionalized mother, whom he hasn't seen in
some time; then again, the young hero seems
so emotionally numb that it's hard to say for
certain what he's thinking.

The mystery of Andy's internal experience
carries The Mountain for its first half, albeit
just barely. As he demonstrated in The Com-
dy, Alverson has a tendency to drive his met-
aphors into the ground. It soon becomes clear
that Andy, in his terminally subdued behavior,
represents the perfect foil to Wallace in that
he acts like a lobotomy patient without even
needing a lobotomy, and for a good half hour
or so, the film is simply a series of variations
on this insight. Alverson changes things up
with the introduction of two new characters:
a recently released lobotomy patient named
Susan (Hannah Gross) and her caretaker, Jack
(Denis Lavant), the first character in the film
to exhibit a genuinely explosive personality.
These two join Andy and Wallace on their
travels; Susan stirs a sense of sexual curiosity
in Andy (perhaps for the first time in his life),
while Jack spends his nights getting drunk and
haranguing anyone in earshot with tirades
that barely make sense. The film takes its title
from one of Jack's antic monologues, when he
comments on a mass-produced painting in his
motel room. “This is not a mountain!” he yells
at Andy. “It is a cheap dream!”

Does Alverson mean to imply that Wallace's
therapy is another cheap dream, an illusion of
serenity that's really nothing more than forced
servility? If so, he isn't onto anything all that
shocking or profound; I doubt there's anyone
who still believes lobotomies are a good idea.
Maybe it's best to take The Mountain as an ex-
tended mood piece on the themes of passivity,
domination, sex, and longing, distinguished
by several compelling performances and an
arresting sense of tonal control. One can easily
watch the film the way Andy takes part in Wal-
lace's odyssey, accepting the events of the nar-
native without thinking about what they might
mean—but you'll probably be disappointed if
you expect the various ideas to add up to more
than the sum of their parts. ⚪

NOW PLAYING

The Cat Rescuers
Cat people tend to be unfairly maligned,
but in this documentary, they're heroes. According
to the filmmakers, there are as many feral and
abandoned cats living on New York City's streets
as there are people in residences, and since local
government has failed to handle the problem, ordi-
cinary citizens have stepped in to help. The film
follows four Brooklynites who engage in TNR (trap,
neuter, release) efforts, giving up space in their
homes and often spending money from their own
pockets to tend to the tens of thousands of street
cats that roam their borough alone. The volunteers'
collective aim is two-pronged: decrease the number
of at-risk felines, and rehome as many of them as
possible. But for all its good intentions, this shaggy
doc elicits more heartbreak than hope; it's difficult
to watch a succession of humans surrender their
cats to the Animal Care Centers of NYC, seemingly
unconcerned by the knowledge their pets may be
euthanized. Yet this crowd-funded portrait of urban
animal activists—a labor of love itself—is commend-
able for spotlighting work that usually goes unseen
and underacknowledged. —LEAH PUCKETT
87 min.
Fri 9/27, 2 and 7:30 PM; Sat 9/28, 3 and 6:15 PM; Sun 9/29, 3 PM; Mon 9/30, 6 PM; Wed 10/2, 6 PM; and
Thu 10/3, 7:30 PM. Gene Siskel Film Center

A Faithful Man
Louis Garrel cowrote, directed, and stars in this
piquant chamber comedy, which begins as the sort
of relationship chronicle that his father, Philippe,
might make, then enters into strange territory
that's reminiscent of what writer Jean-Claude
Carrière once explored with Luis Buñuel. In the
opening scene, the live-in girlfriend (Laetitia Casta)
of a journalist (Garrel) tells him she's leaving him
for his best friend, who's gotten her pregnant. The
story then jumps forward a decade, after the best
friend has died of mysterious circumstances and the
former couple has resumed their old relationship
as though they'd never been apart. Things go well
until the woman's son confides in the journalist that
he believes his mother murdered his father and the
defendant (Tahar Rahim) who's been staying with
the dead man's younger sister (Lily-Rose Depp)—who's
long loved the journalist from afar—decides to steal
him away from his current partner. The narrative
twists come off especially odd, thanks to Garrel's
poker-faced direction and the uniformly naturalistic
performances; all the characters seem like normal
people except that their behavior is unexplainable.
In French with subtitles —BEN SACHS
75 min.
Fri 9/27, 2 and 6 PM; Sat 9/28, 4:45 PM; Sun 9/29, 3:15
PM; Mon 9/30, 7:45 PM; Tue 10/1, 8 PM; Wed 10/2, 8
PM; and Thu 10/3, 6 PM. Gene Siskel Film Center

Félicité
The fourth feature from Franco-Senegalese film-
maker Alain Gomis takes place in Kinshasa, capital...
of the Democratic Republic of the Congo, and centers on a bar singer (Véro Tsahandoya Mputu, luminous in her film debut) whose 14-year-old son is seriously injured in a motorbike accident. To pay for his surgery, she hits up family, friends, acquaintances, and, in desperation, a local mob boss. These tense and often painful encounters are played without sentiment, though in the second hour their urgency gives way to detached, dreamlike sequences showing the city’s street life and to a matter-of-fact romance between the woman and her repairman. Cowritten by Gomis, Delphine Zingg, and Olivier Loustau, the meandering narrative has a lyrical quality consistent with the many musical numbers, most of which are performed by Mputu and the Kinshasa-based group Kasai Allstars. In French and Lingala with subtitles. —LUTHIER 129 min. Gomis attends the screening. Fri 9/27, 7 PM. Northwestern University Block Museum of Art

Holy Trinity

Local filmmaker Molly Hewitt makes her feature debut with this transgressive comedy about a dominatrix (played by the writer-director) who discovers she can communicate with the dead after she huffs a magical air freshener. The narrative generally takes a back seat to Hewitt’s portrait of an inclusive underground community that welcomes transsexual men and women, sex workers, S&M enthusiasts, and all sorts of people who live to get their freak on. The generous vibe goes a long way in keeping this interesting; ditto the imaginative production design (credited to one Mood Killer, aka Columbia College grad Michael Zarowny), which pops with Day-Glo colors and an array of comically similar-looking consumer goods that suggest the influence of Alex Cox’s Repo Man. Yet Hewitt still has a way to go in terms of storytelling; many of the scenes drag past their welcome, and the overall pacing feels indifferent. —BEN SACHS 97 min. Hewitt and select cast and crew attend the Friday screening. Fri 9/27, 9:45 PM, and Tue 10/1, 7 PM. Music Box

The Man Who Knew Too Much

Alfred Hitchcock’s 1956 film has some of the bruntiness of a religious tract; it’s sort of a “Handbook on Christian Marriage.” James Stewart and Doris Day are the middle-class Americans caught up in an exotic foreign intrigue: their marriage represents an imbalance of reason and emotion, repression and expression, and secularity and faith. When their son is kidnapped, Hitchcock clearly characterizes it as an act of God meant to test their union. The film is uncharacteristically rigid and pious for Hitchcock; it feels more like a work of duty than conviction. Despite the many famous set pieces the film contains (the assassination in Algiers, the attempt at the Albert Hall), the most impressive sequence, technically and dramatically, is a quiet one in which Stewart tells Day that their child has been taken. With Bernard Miles and Brenda de Banzie. —DAVE KEHR 120 min. 35 mm. Sat 9/28-Sun 9/29, 11:30 AM. Music Box

The Man Who Wanted to Fly

This charming documentary by journalist and playwright Frank Sh Schulze profiles Bobby Coote, an octogenarian bachelor who lives on his family’s century-and-a-half-old farm near Baileborough in County Cavan, Ireland, with his brother Ernie; together they spend seemingly idyllic days steered in their respective interests. In addition to being an aspiring aviator, Bobby fixes clocks, makes violins, and plays music of his own. Ernie, on the other hand, enjoys tinkering with his ham radio, fishing, and watching spaghetti westerns in the quiet

of his home. Bobby’s desire to fly leads him to buy a small plane, contract the necessary repairs for it, start taking lessons, and, finally—with the help of his family and friends—take flight. There’s not much that sets the film apart from other nonfiction portraits of eccentrics, but it’s heartwarming nonetheless. —KATHLEEN SACHS 82 min. Schulze attends the screening. Sat 9/28, 8 PM. Gene Siskel Film Center

Misty Button

James and Eoin are down-on-their-luck Irish emigres living in the Bronx’s Woodlawn neighborhood. Lured by the promise of easy money, they agree to place a bet on a horse, but after they bail on the deal, gangsters blackmail them into doing their dirty work. Joining in on their reluctant crime spree is Ruby, a generic manic-pixie-dream-girl type who at first seems to have been written for no purpose—the friends practically ignore her even after she jumps into their getaway vehicle. But that’s the only glaring misstep in a film brimming with witty dialogue and colorful characters. Misty Button is most engaging as it explores whether these two deadbeats have any character beneath their boozy surfaces, resulting in comic and tragic twists and turns, including an uncomfortably funny church scene involving a pedophilic ghost and experimentations with crack cocaine. —JAMIE LUDWIG 88 min. Sague attends the screening. Fri 9/27, 8 PM. Gene Siskel Film Center

Send Me to the Clouds

In this light Chinese drama, a youngish journalist starts a small plane, contracts the necessary repairs for it, starts taking lessons, and, finally—with the help of his family and friends—takes flight. There’s not much that sets the film apart from other nonfiction portraits of eccentrics, but it’s heartwarming nonetheless. —KATHLEEN SACHS 82 min. Schulze attends the screening. Sat 9/28, 8 PM. Gene Siskel Film Center

ALSO PLAYING

Chicago South Side Film Festival

Taking place over two weekends, this festival spotlights films set in or made in the south side of Chicago, with

Dialogue with Che: Appropriations of a Revolutionary Figure

This program, part of Ism, Ism, Ism, a touring series of experimental works from Latin America, includes shorts by Pedro Chaskel and Leandro Katz and the short feature Dialogue with Che (1968, 53 min.) by José Rodriguez Salteros, all of which consider the legacy and iconography of Che Guevara. 96 min. Thu 10/3, 7 PM. Northwestern University Block Museum of Art

Female Filmmakers Night

The Midwest Independent Film Festival’s annual program of short films by women directors. The event includes a reception at 6 PM and a panel discussion at 7:30 PM. Tue 10/1, 7:30 PM. Landmark’s Century Centre

(In)Justice for All Film Festival

This festival, focused on films dealing with the political, social, and person issues related to mass incarceration, takes place at a variety of venues over ten days. Thu 10/3-Sun 10/13. For a complete schedule, visit injusticeforall.com.
Chicago’s beat scene has to do without the attention the city’s rappers get, but it’s a vital incubator for adventurous, ambitious instrumental hip-hop.

By Leor Galil

On the night of Friday, August 16, eight young men huddled over Apple laptops and samplers set up on circular tables near the DJ booth at Cafe Mustache. They were there for Open Beats, a sort of open-mike night that gives electronic producers the opportunity to play their music for an audience. The event doesn’t start till 9 PM, but the 15-minute performance slots are first come, first served, and these eight producers all wanted a chance. Chicago DJ and producer Fess Grandiose launched Open Beats in January 2016, and he’s held it on the third Friday of every month at Cafe Mustache ever since; producer Uncle El has helped Fess host it since July 2017. Each month, Fess and El select a few beat makers in advance to perform “feature” sets, which close the night and run longer than 15 minutes. But Fess has always intended Open Beats to be a platform for aspiring producers, and its democratic promise of an outlet open to everyone remains key to its identity.

This past January, Open Beats threw a three-year anniversary party that Fess says packed Cafe Mustache. Since then, the sign-up sheet fills up earlier and earlier. “There has not been any night where there’s been any less than, like, ten artists showing up trying to play,” Fess says. “Most of those artists bring in their handful of people with them—they’re like, ‘Yeah, I’m about to play this thing.’ Two or three of those artists get there too late, and I have to turn them away.” At August’s Open Beats, the sign-up sheet maxed out almost an hour before start. “I was sure, showing up here at 8:05, nobody would be here,” Fess says.

Open Beats’ success has been a boon to a community of musicians that have otherwise had trouble marketing themselves in Chicago: the “beat scene,” as it’s rather ambiguously called, is by design very loosely defined, covering producers who make tracks in a variety of interrelated styles. Beat-scene musicians are based in hip-hop, but they incorporate groove-based jazz as well as dance subgenres such as house and techno—and though a few might partner with rappers or singers, most prefer to approach instrumental music as complete and self-contained.

The phrase “beat scene” can also be used to describe this kind of music, rather than the people who make it, in which sense it’s used interchangeably with “live PA”—that is, a performance where a producer uses hardware (drum machines, samplers, turntables, audio effects units) live in real time, rather than simply playing back finished tracks. Many beat-scene producers insist on playing live, and some even improvise, but no one gets turned away from Open Beats for just pressing “play” on a laptop.

Chicago has had instrumental producers for decades, of course, but its beat scene coalesced in the early 2000s. From the start it’s brought together multiple generations, and it’s characterized by crossover and collaboration. Uncle El, who started rapping in the 90s as a student at Roger C. Sullivan High School, isn’t just cohost of Open Beats; he and a small collective of producers also run Push Beats, the city’s longest-running beat-scene event, now at the Whistler (its fourth venue). Kevin Johnson, aka Mr. Echoes of production duo the Opus, began making beats in the early 90s for underground Chicago hip-hop group Rubberoom, and in June he celebrated the release of the Mr. Echoes album Needful Things at Push Beats. El’s 40th birthday celebration at August’s Open Beats doubled as a going-away party for Push Beats cofounder Marcos “Cos” Rivera, who moved to San Diego at the end of the month.

Cos was the last of Push Beats’ founders to leave Chicago. The series started out weekly in 2010 at defunct Wicker Park lounge Lokal, and it quickly became the highest-profile manifestation of Chicago’s beat scene. After two subsequent venue changes, it became monthly when it landed at the Whistler in October 2015.

Push Beats may be diminished, but Chicago’s beat scene as a whole has hit a growth spurt, partly because of Open Beats. Two similar monthly showcases have cropped up in the past few months: Cutoff at Inmnjoy in Wicker Park in May and the Choppin’ Block at the Sil-
These events are intimate and specialized, with small crowds that often consist mostly of other producers, but as is frequently the case in the music business, which people show up is more important than how many. Over the past few years, Chicago’s beat scene has made its presence felt far beyond the city limits. Veteran producer Ramon “Radius” Norwood, an evangelist for Chicago music, spends most of the year living and traveling in Europe, stocking record stores with copies of releases by his ETC label. Many are his own, but most of the rest are by local beat-scene artists—on October 25, he’ll put out the Uncle El full-length *Now U C Me?* Progressive jazz label International Anthem has booked beat-scene producers for label showcases and released beat-scene music, and one of the most popular artists on its roster, jazz drummer Makaya McCraven, broke out beyond the jazz audience after Chicago beat-scene events spurred him to explore its production techniques on his own albums. He’s been positioned as a modern “savior” of jazz, much like Kamasi Washington, and attracted glowing profiles by the *New York Times* and *Rolling Stone*.

Producers from the Chicago beat scene have also had successes outside it, even though the scene itself gets almost no publicity. Kenny Keys played a live PA set at Pritzker Pavilion in July as part of the Millennium Park Summer Music Series, and that same month, Marco The Open Beats crowd at Cafe Mustache. Vocalist Sonia Morant, who performed later in the night with producer CoryaYo, is second from right in a blue hat. Open Beats founder and cohost Fess Grandiose is at far right. © Allison Ziemba for Chicago Reader
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“Maker” Jacobo released the instrumental album *Systematic Soul*, his fourth for Los Angeles label Now-Again. Run by Egon, creative director of the J Dilla estate, Now-Again has licensed Maker’s music for TV and movies, including 2017’s *The Big Sick*. And Slot-A produced the majority of one of the year’s most significant albums: Jamila Woods’s *Legacy! Legacy!*

T o begin August’s Open Beats, Fess asks for a moment of silence to honor LA producer Ras G, aka Gregory Shorter Jr., who died at age 40 on July 29. Ras considered himself a disciple of Sun Ra and made experimental instrumental hip-hop he called “ghetto sci-fi.”

In the late 2000s, Ras and other eccentric LA producers (Flying Lotus, Daedelus, Samiyam, Dibiase, Nosaj Thing) achieved mainstream popularity with the first beat scene to become widely known by that name. Their community’s center of gravity was the weekly series Low End Theory, founded in 2006 by DJ and producer Daddy Kev and discontinued in August 2018. Daddy Kev also owns Alpha Pup outlets that we had was MySpace, to be honest with you,” Radius says. He’d eventually play Low End Theory several times, beginning in 2009. “We were all listening to each other. I’d come home and have like 300, 400, 500 plays a day. We would be in our top eight—we’d be in Dibiase, Ras G, and Flying Lotus. We all were in each other’s vision, trading music.”

The message boards for LA label Stones Throw began hosting weekly beat battles in 2007 (if not earlier—the boards are dead, so it’s hard to be sure). Each Saturday, the previous week’s winner would post a sample for producers to use in an original instrumental to be uploaded by the following Wednesday. Forum users voted for their favorite track at the end of the week, and the cycle started over. The Stones Throw site was a natural hub for beat makers eager to experiment with instrumental hip-hop, since the label worked with two artists who had become foundational to the beat scene: Madlib and J Dilla.

The Stones Throw beat battles were important for Chicago producer Sev Seveer in the late 2000s, when he was an undergrad at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. “It became this community of folks all studying each other’s techniques and approaches to each sample,” he says. “I’d had a couple beat battles on there—during that time was really when I started to develop my own tastes, my own styles, and had a lot of influences as well from there.” After Stones Throw closed the boards last year, longtime posters launched stbforever.com to keep the community going.

Sev graduated in 2010 and moved back to Chicago, getting involved in *The Hip-Hop Project*, a mix show that’s aired on Loyola radio station WLUW since 1995 (it’s now run by DJ Scend and Slot-A). He also continued to post original material online, both as part of Stones Throw beat battles and on Soundcloud, and that’s how the local beat scene found him. In 2012 Cos heard something Sev had shared and invited him to check out Push Beats.

Cos decided to pursue music after falling three and a half stories off a balcony—there’s nothing like a brush with death to help you clarify what you want to do with your life. He enrolled at Harold Washington College to study piano in 2004. Though he grew up on hip-hop, he’d subsequently gotten into boundary-pushing jazz by the likes of Jeff Parker, Ken Vandermark, and the Association for the Advancement of Creative Musicians. “That’s what was drawing me, in my musicality, to seek becoming a better musician,” he says. In class, he met Brandon “Iliiac” Murphy, who shared his tastes. “We would be in jazz class but reminiscing about hip-hop and talking about some of the current electronic music that was going around,” Cos says. Cos dropped out of college in 2005, after three semesters—he’d had a son, and was finding it hard to keep up with schoolwork. But his bond with Iliiac continued to deepen, and as his friend got hooked on electronic production—first with Ableton, then with modular synthesizers—Cos learned alongside him. In 2010, Iliiac got invited by his friend Adam Bowsman (aka Abyss) to host a music night with him and Raj Malosh (aka Raj Mahal) at Lokal. Abyss asked Iliiac if he could recommend anyone else, and once Cos came aboard,
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| 11/07 | AMBER RUN |
| 11/08 | MARCO BENEVENTO |
| 11/10 | PRATEEK KUHAD |
| 11/11 | JUKE ROSS |
| 11/15 | MIKAL CRONIN |
| 11/16 | AQUEOUS |
| 11/17 | SYML |
| 11/19 | ROLE MODEL |
| 11/21 | CHASTITY BELT |
| 11/22 | LAS CAFETERAS |
| 11/23 | THE GHOST OF PAUL REVERE |
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| 10/31 | THE HOOD INTERNET |
| 11/03 | AMY O |
| 11/04 | BETCHA |
| 11/05 | OPEN MIKE EAGLE |
| 11/08 | DAVID WAX MUSEUM |
| 11/11 | JOHNNY UTAH |
| 11/14 | THE COMMONHEART |
| 11/18 | CLAUD |
| 11/19 | JACK LARSEN |
| 11/20 | BRISTON MARONEY |
| 11/21 | LOPHILE |
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the four of them launched Push Tuesdays, which became Push Beats within a year.

“It was really cool that people could bring what they made in their basement or in their room or whatever, and play it out in front of people,” Raj says. Raj caught the production bug while still living in his native Detroit, after hearing producer House Shoes spin tracks by his most famous collaborator, J Dilla. He made his first beats using an MPC 2000 sampler he shared with his friend John Utsler, an original member of Insane Clown Posse and brother of Joseph Utsler (aka Shaggy 2 Doge).

The rest of the Push crew (and the scene growing up around them) shared Raj’s affinity for Dilla, but despite their aesthetic consensus they resisted giving a name to the style of music they’d incubated. “We really had a hard time describing the genre—and I still feel like I have a hard time describing it,” Raj says. “What was exciting to me—and I feel like was common amongst us—was that there wasn’t a whole lot of parameters. There was an essence that existed in it, and that was like a harder hip-hop form, but you could go anywhere around that.”

The Push producers, Raj says, decided early on that they wanted to grow beyond Chicago to establish a midwest touring circuit to bring in like-minded producers from the coasts or even abroad. That hasn’t happened yet, but Push has thrown parties bigger than its regular events. Cos remembers one during the 2012 Pitchfork Music Festival that the police broke up. “Flying Lotus was supposed to play—Jeremiah Jae was onstage, and the cops told him he better not rhyme one more lyric or they’re going to take all the equipment,” Cos says. “That was fun—400, 500 people in this warehouse across from a Department of Corrections building.” The Push crew had better luck with a loft party they threw the following December featuring Toronto’s Elaquent and LA’s Knxwledge. The Push collective grew as the events took off—at one point it had ten members. Sev came aboard in 2013. “I sat in front of these dudes, in a multiperson interview, when I became a resident,” he says. “They were all sitting in a circle at Cos’s place, and there was almost like an initiation.”

Push survived the loss of its first three venues—Lokal, Rodan, and Double Door’s basement space, Door No. 3, have all closed—in part because the crew’s members are so tightly bonded. Raj Mahal and Uncle El, for instance, were roommates in 2011. “I would hear him working on stuff and just be like, ‘Whoa,’” El says. “It was awe-inspiring and got me to where I am now, wherever that is.”

Makaya McCraven says Raj is one of the best beat makers he’s met in Chicago.

Push Beats fosters a collegial environment, where producers are encouraged to learn from one another rather than jealously guard their secrets. “Cos is a classically trained pianist, and every one of his shows I’ve seen has a different feel, because he’s actually still playing keys live,” Fess says. “That within itself is what made me think, like, ‘I need to step my game up, and at least offer more than just me playing premade productions.’”

Sev bought his first Roland SP-404 sampler after becoming a Push resident. “I realize I’m most expressive when I’m using hardware,” he says. He started getting booked for more gigs after he began improvising live with Cos. “I would come with a bunch of samples, and he would come with this keyboard, and we would have absolutely no idea what we were going to do going into this set,” Sev says. “That’s when the dynamic of my performances changed—when folks could see that I knew as much about what I was gonna do as they in the audience did, and they saw that vulnerability.”

Kevin “Mr. Echoes” Johnson says he played his first instrumental hip-hop set in the early 2000s. Echoes and his collaborator in the Opus, Aaron Smith (aka the Isle of Weight), opened a show at Metro. “We grabbed our drum machines—Aaron had his ASR-10 and his MPC, I had my MPC—and we basically got onstage and traded beats,” Echoes says. “Everything was so slow back then. It was so funny, because he’d load up a beat while I was playing, and then I would literally have to wait for him to finish loading the beat. So I had to be as creative as possible with a track that I’m doing, because I would have to wait for him.” Their MPCs used floppy disks, which didn’t have much storage space—a single song might require four or five disks.

Before that show, Echoes says, he’s not aware of any Chicago producers playing live instrumental hip-hop. There wasn’t a regular public forum for people making that kind of music till 2005, when producer Tone B. Nimble (a member of the All Natural collective and the owner of its record label) launched Dance to the Drummer’s DB at beloved Noble Square club Sonotetheque. “When other people were doing beat showcases, I didn’t feel like they were highlighting the producers the way they should be highlighting them,” Tone says. “You didn’t get to see a real presentation.” Dance to the Drummer’s DB encouraged producers to bring samplers, drum machines, and synth, and to set up in the middle of the crowd. “When peopleoria set in the early 2000s. Echoes and his collaborator in the Opus, Aaron Smith (aka the Isle of Weight), opened a show at Metro. “We grabbed our drum machines—Aaron had his ASR-10 and his MPC, I had my MPC—and we basically got onstage and traded beats,” Echoes says. “Everything was so slow back then. It was so funny, because he’d load up a beat while I was playing, and then I would literally have to wait for him to finish loading the beat. So I had to be as creative as possible with a track that I’m doing, because I would have to wait for him.” Their MPCs used floppy disks, which didn’t have much storage space—a single song might require four or five disks.

Before that show, Echoes says, he’s not aware of any Chicago producers playing live instrumental hip-hop. There wasn’t a regular public forum for people making that kind of music till 2005, when producer Tone B. Nimble (a member of the All Natural collective and the owner of its record label) launched Dance to the Drummer’s DB at beloved Noble Square club Sonotetheque. “When other people were doing beat showcases, I didn’t feel like they were highlighting the producers the way they should be highlighting them,” Tone says. “You didn’t get to see a real presentation.” Dance to the Drummer’s DB encouraged producers to bring samplers, drum machines, and synth, and to set up in the middle of the crowd. “When people
wished producers to feel the energy from the audience,” says Tone.

Dance to the Drummer’s DB was the seed of Chicago’s current beat scene. The event incorporated a battle component via a March Madness-style tournament, but the competition didn’t prevent Tone from bringing together different beat-making collectives and creating a new community. “It became more of a unified thing,” says Marco “Maker” Jacobo. “I met a lot of producers there that I didn’t really know—it’s the first time I met Tall Black Guy—and got to play with a bunch of people.”

For Kenny Keys, the series opened new doors. In the late 90s, he’d started producing for Pugslee Atomz’s underground hip-hop crew, the Necrobats, whose Uptown headquarters, Dover Crib, was also a recording studio. (Radius lived there briefly in 2001, learning about production techniques.) Dance to the Drummer’s DB introduced Kenny to many more of Chicago hip-hop’s heavy hitters—Molemen cofounder Panik, Twillite Tone, No ID—and challenged his approach to performing and recording. “It opened my mind, big time, to be even more uninhibited when I work, even alone,” he says.

Dance to the Drummer’s DB lasted only a few years, but the audience it found inspired other producers to start their own nights. Push Beats wasn’t the only new series to emerge in the late 2000s and early 2010s: Maker cofounded Face Melt, Uncle El helped start Tronic, and Joshua “Lokua” Kleckner, who'd found Fess’s instrumentals on Morseland in Rogers Park that died when the room, but still folded a couple years later.

Heartbeats was also the event that first hooked McCraven on Chicago’s beat scene. King Hippo got involved through Push Beats after moving back from Tokyo, and the two of them met in June 2014 after Radius told Hippo to check out a McCraven show at Double Dooy. They’d end up working together as part of Hippo’s stateside version of a Tokyo event called Raws: a jazz combo would open the show, and then a handful of beat makers would have an hour and a half to make original tracks by sampling a recording of the combo’s set. Hippo hosted a Raws night in Chicago in 2014 with a jazz group led by bassist Junius Paul (Radius and Raj Mahal made beats), then another in LA in 2015 with McCraven and Jeff Parker. Raws was too expensive to do regularly, but Hippo adapted the idea into a Whistler monthly called Fresh Roasted, which ran from 2014 till 2018: DJs would simply pick records for producers to sample.

Subsequently Hippo pitched in to book beat makers at International Anthem showcases and help produce two McCraven albums with beat-scene bents: 2015’s In the Moment Remix Tape and 2017’s Highly Rare.

McCraven’s path into the beat scene is unusual: most producers come to it from hip-hop. Slot-A had his epiphany while watching Flying Lotus play the inaugural North Coast Music Festival in 2010. He picked up tips about hardware at Push Beats and learned techniques from Cos, Radius, and other elder statesmen. The December 2015 death of Timothy Jones, aka influential Chicago hip-hop DJ and radio personality Timbuck2, spurred Slot-A to consider what he could accomplish in the beat scene. “I was like, ‘If I only had a couple more years to live, what would I want to spend my time doing?’” he says. “It’d be dope to give other producers a platform. It’d also be dope to share my knowledge.” In 2016 he launched Beat Lo-fi Social, a monthly series at Subterranean with a spinoff Web radio show, and it lasted a couple years.

Beat-scene events tend to be ephemeral—even Push Beats, at almost ten years old, is no Too Much Light Makes the Baby Go Blind—but of the series active today, the one that’s doing the most to inspire newcomers and revitalize the community is Fess Grandiose’s Open Beats. Fess grew up in the south suburbs and is relatively rigorous jazz musicians must have hoped to attract some of the smooth-jazz crowd, the beat scene might benefit from the huge numbers of people exposed to a watered-down version of what it does. “I’ve heard folks identify my stuff as like, ‘Oh, you make homework beats,’” Sev says. “I think now that ‘lofi chill’ or whatever—now that that’s starting to reach a much greater audience, it’s just starting to be different, and corny in some respects.”

Whatever effect lofi will have on the beat scene’s listeners, it doesn’t seem to have influenced its practitioners. Guatemalan-born producer Rodolfo, who runs Live Beats at Innjoy, is a relative newcomer to the scene, introduced to it at Open Beats just a couple years ago—but he came looking for psychedelic instrumental hip-hop like Flying Lotus.

Fess calls Rodolfo an Open Beats all-star: he’s only missed a few in two years, and he played a feature set in July. “Since I came here, every month I wanted to have something fresh—like a new track, a whole new set,” Rodolfo says. He’s accumulated enough material for what he hopes will be his full-length debut, which he’s tentatively titled Tools of Conquest.

Other beat-scene newcomers seem to be following the same path. If this keeps up, when the millions of people listening to “homework beats” get tired of that, they’ll have a self-sustaining community of adventurous, ambitious producers to seek out. Among the open-mike performers at August’s Open Beats was Hameedullah, a 24-year-old who spent part of his set rapping. He found the series through Instagram while looking for something like Low End Theory in Chicago—a place where he could find other producers eager to make their mark. “I just wanted to be a part of it,” he says. “And to see if I can take it to another level.”

@imLeor

Beat-scene music isn’t generally chart material, the efforts of FlyLo and company notwithstanding—instrumental music rarely outcompetes songs with vocals in that arena. But a recent development in the streaming ecosystem could drive a flood of new fans to the beat scene’s door.

In the past couple years, a style of instrumental hip-hop called “lofi” has exploded online. YouTube channels such as College Music, Chillhop Music, and ChilledCow run 24-hour streams of beat-driven wallpaper. The biggest channels have subscriber counts in the millions, curate popular Spotify playlists, and even sell clothing. Chillhop Music, based in the Netherlands, also runs a record label.

These outlets pitch instrumental hip-hop as relaxation music or “beats to study to.” Sev Sever likens lofi to 80s smooth jazz—and just as relatively rigorous jazz musicians must have hoped to attract some of the smooth-jazz crowd, the beat scene might benefit from the huge numbers of people exposed to a watered-down version of what it does. “I’ve heard folks identify my stuff as like, ‘Oh, you make homework beats,’” Sev says. “I think now that ‘lofi chill’ or whatever—now that that’s starting to reach a much greater audience, it’s just starting to be different, and corny in some respects.”

Whatever effect lofi will have on the beat scene’s listeners, it doesn’t seem to have influenced its practitioners. Guatemalan-born producer Rodolfo, who runs Live Beats at Innjoy, is a relative newcomer to the scene, introduced to it at Open Beats just a couple years ago—but he came looking for psychedelic instrumental hip-hop like Flying Lotus.
LIZZOO'S SINGLE “TRUTH HURTS” dropped in September 2017, but it didn’t hit number one on Billboard’s Hot 100 chart until this month. That sleeper-hit narrative fits her: ever since her first album, 2013’s Lizzobangers, the singer and rapper has been slowly but steadily growing her following thanks to her incredible bops, celebratory music videos, and high-energy live performances, where she sometimes incorporates her first instrument, the flute. Why did it take mainstream pop so long to catch on? Today, Lizzo isn’t just topping the charts. She’s a TikTok meme, a VMAs headliner, an Absolut Vodka spokesper- son, and a supporting actress in Jennifer Lopez’s new movie, Hustlers—and on top of all that, she’s become an icon of body positivity. On her latest album, this spring’s Cuz I Love You, Lizzo channels self-love and empowerment on upbeat songs such as “Soulmate” and “Like a Girl,” but she comes across as most powerful on the subdued, almost sinister R&B jam “Tempo” (featuring the legend Missy Elliott). “Slow songs ain’t for skinny hoes,” Lizzo drawls, carving out an explicit space for fat bodies in pop music. Though a pop icon with a fat body still feels radical in 2019, Lizzo takes the spotlight with such ease that it’s possible to imagine a future where body diversity is a given among Top 40 stars. “When all the dust has settled on the groundbreaking-ness, I’m going to still be doing this,” she told Allure magazine in her March 2019 cover story. “And if that’s body positive to you, amen. That’s feminist to you, amen. If that’s pro-Black to you, amen.” —MEGAN KIRBY
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 27

7pm Outdoor Show!
Patio Grill Open 6-9, $5 Revolution Bars

THE BOTTLE ROCKETS
7pm Show with WORKING MOTHER
Separate 10pm show in club - THE RED ELVIES

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 28

A SATURDAY SPECIAL
Music 3-9 / Pop Up Vintage Market / Sergio’s Mexican Specialties

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 26

Bruce Cockburn
with special guest The Lowest Pair • In Szold Hall

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 27

The Accidentals in Szold Hall

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 28

Bruce Molsky in Szold Hall

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 27

THEER.

FRI-THURDAYS, SEPTEMBER 26-28

Jonathan Wilson
with special guest Josh T. Pearson

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 26

Town Mountain
with special guest The Lowest Pair - In Szold Hall

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 27

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 26

Bruce Cockburn
with special guest The Lowest Pair • In Szold Hall

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 26

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 25

with special guest Josh T. Pearson

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 27

I AM TANGO
A Taste of Argentina & Uruguay...
An Experience You Will Never Forget

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 27

The Wailers
7:30pm show: Performing the 40th Anniversary of Survival
9:30pm show: Performing songs from the album Legend plus other Greatest Hits

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 27

Victor Garcia in Szold Hall

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 28

Richard Shindell in Szold Hall

ACROSS THE STREET IN SZOLD HALL
4545 N LINCOLN AVENUE, CHICAGO IL
9/28 Global Dance Party: Jimmy Träskelin and Tallari

WORLD MUSIC WEDNESDAY SERIES
FREE WEEKLY CONCERTS, LINCOLN SQUARE

10/2 Emel Mathlouthi
10/9 Sammy Figueroa & His Latin Jazz Explosion

OLDER TOWNSCHOOL.ORG

continued from 29
man, Natalie Chami of TALsounds, Ben Billington, Emma Hospelhorn, Jim Magas, and Chandler —reimagining Plantasia in two timed sessions. Rob Sevier of the Numero Group will spin ambient music between sets. Jacqueline Castel will demonstrate “plant aura” photography (that is, Kirlian photographs of plants), and Andrew Savage of Parque Courts will close the evening with an outdoor ambient set. Humans have a vital relationship with plants, of course, and this event invites us to recognize it with gratitude and awe. —IZZY YELLEN

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 26

LITTLE BROTHER 9 PM, Metro, 3730 N. Clark, $36-$51. 18+

On August 19, rapper Phonte Coleman posted album art for May the Lord Watch (Imagine Nation Music/Members Only/Empire), a previously unannounced full-length by his North Carolina hip-hop duo, Little Brother on Instagram. It’d been nine years since the last Little Brother album, 2010’s Leftb, but Phonte and fellow MC Big Pooh didn’t try to heighten the suspense with a long lead-up: they dropped May the Lord Watch at midnight that same night. So beloved is Little Brother that even those few hours were enough for intense hype to grow up around the already anticipated album—and the music moves with the kind of resplendent grace that’s worthy of such fervent fandom. Poonte (age 40) and Pooh (39) have come up with their trade verses about their past, present, and future back to “Picture This,” where Phonte and Pooh trade verses about their past, present, and future over a smooth and sophisticated instrumental by underground hip-hop hero Black Milk. Their invigorating but sentimental enthusiasm makes this one of the liveliest hip-hop songs I’ve heard this year.

—LEON GALLI

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 28

FIRE-TOOLZ BBitters Club, Giant Claw, and Seth Graham open, 9:30 PM, Hideout, 1354 W. Wabansia, $8. 21+

Chicago sound artist, multi-instrumentalist, and noise weirdo Angel Marclloyd creates meticulously teetering collages out of vivisected bits of various incongruous genres under several different monikers. She’s already put out two albums this year: March’s Bubble Universe! (Hausu Mountain), where she appears as Nonlocal Forecast, has a gently frothy ambience that verges on jazzy fusion before sliding into semi-ironic new age. Tonight she celebrates the second album, the recent Field Whispers (Into the Crystal Palace), released under the name Fire-Toolz by the Orange Milk label. The album traverses some of the same ground as Bubble Universe, but it’s more aggressive and noisy, it sounds like comforting elevator music being devoured by rabid locusts. The impossibly titled “Mailto:spasm@swamp.god?subject=Mind-Body Parallels” kicks off with an easy-listening Muzak groove that Marclloyd interrupts with shrieking black-metal vocals over Aphex Twin-like glitch beats—and then the track defaults back to smooth sounds. “She Was Me, My Name Was Surrounded” has a catchy rock-guitar hook that evaporates into fruity upbeat electronics. Her video for “BEING,” which includes screen saver geometric shapes, cartoon fish swimming in a cloudy sky, the world on fire, and Marclloyd playing guitar like a rock god, nicely captures the range of her fractured interests. Some musicians want to be demons; some want to be Hello Kitty; some want to be wallpaper. Marclloyd is perhaps the only one who manages to be all of them at once. —NOAH BERLASKY

Little Brother • ANTOINE LIVES

PHILLIS
MUSICAL INN
1800 W. DIVISION
(773) 486-9862

Est. 1954
Celebrating over 65 years of service to Chicago!

Come enjoy one of Chicago's finest beer gardens!

SEPTEMBER 26
AMERICAN TROUBADOUR NIGHT
SEPTEMBER 27
DJ BLOTTON
SEPTEMBER 28
D.J. VINYL
SEPTEMBER 29
OFF THE VINE 4PM
SEPTEMBER 30
JOSHUA JERN JAZZ ORCHESTRA 7PM
OCTOBER 2
MORGAN & WADE 8PM
OCTOBER 3
SMILFY BOWDY AND THE CLEMTONES
OCTOBER 4
FOSTER & HIGGINS
OCTOBER 5
ALLISON GROES
OCTOBER 7
PROSPECT FOUR 9:30PM
OCTOBER 8
PLAFKY HOFFMAN SHOW 8PM
OCTOBER 9
ELIZABETH'S CRAZY LITTLE THING FEATURING JEFF HELGESON
OCTOBER 10
PLAFKY HOFFMAN SHOW 8PM
OCTOBER 11
NICKY CANNING
OCTOBER 13
HEISENBURG UNCERTAINTY PLAYERS 7PM
OCTOBER 14
THE BBsiten 7PM
OCTOBER 16
PROSPECT FOUR 9:30PM
OCTOBER 18
MORGAN & WADE 8PM
OCTOBER 19
SEAN McCABE & FRIENDS
OCTOBER 20
THE TONY DO ROSARIO GROUP 8PM

OPEN MIC ON TUESDAY EVENINGS (EXCEPT 2ND)

OLD TOWNSCHOOL.ORG

Chicago's finest beer gardens!
HYDE PARK JAZZ FESTIVAL See also Sunday. 1 PM–midnight, various locations in Hyde Park (including Augustana Lutheran Church, Hyde Park Bank, and Rockefeller Chapel). $5 suggested donation per concert, $125 Jazz Pass provides preferred seating at select indoor venues.

The happy paradox of the Hyde Park Jazz Festival is that while it was instituted to celebrate the jazz legacy of Chicago’s south side, its programming puts it on par with great jazz festivals around the globe. It commissions new projects from rising local musicians. This year one of those works is Requiem for Jazz by Angel Bat Dawid, a 12-part multimedia jazz funeral that responds to the 1959 film The Cry of Jazz by Chicago-born filmmaker Edward Bland and draws on the tradition of hush harbors (secret religious services where slaves practiced their own rituals); another The Story of 400 Years, a sonic narrative of African American history by Isaiah Collier & the Chosen Few. The festival also hosts new-to-us stuff by out-of-towners, such as trumpeter Ambrose Akinmusire and his killer new trio with pianist Kris Davis and drummer Nasheet Waits. But it also doesn’t neglect, say, vocalist Maggie Brown and other reliable favorites of the picnic-on-the-Midway crowd. Part of the pleasure of the Hyde Park Jazz Festival derives from walking around the neighborhood, taking in its beautiful architecture, and being happily surprised by what you hear—and there are plenty more sets you shouldn’t miss. Boyhood friends and recurrent percussion partners Adam Rudolph and Hamid Drake will play spiritually steeped grooves as the duo Karuna; pianist Sylvie Courvoisier and guitarist Mary Halvorson will explore the attuned interplay and astounding virtuosity that made their 2017 CD Crop Circles (Relative Pitch) such a delight; Dana Hall’s Spring, which has played the festival before, will bring its intricately voiced reeds and eruptive rhythms; and electric guitarist Bill MacKay and cellist Katinka Kleijn will demonstrate the eclectic improvisational style showcased on their forthcoming album, Sire (Drag City). Closing Saturday’s music is singer, trumpeter, and santur player Amir Elsaffar, who deftly binds together forward-looking jazz and Iraqi maqam (a classical vocal form); he’ll present the Chicago debut of Ahwaal, commissioned by the Jazztopad Festival in Wroclaw, Poland. This collaboration with bassist Ksawery Wójciński, reeds player Waclaw Zimpel, and the Lutosławski Quartet will weave Western classical orchestration and a bit of the blues into the former Oak Parker’s already rich mix of styles and traditions. —BILL MAYER

LIZZO See Pick of the Week, page 29. DJ Sophia Eris opens. 8 PM, Aragon Ballroom, 1106 W. Lawrence, sold out. 17+

Fire-Toolz @ ANGEL MARCLOD

Sylvie Courvoisier and Mary Halvorson perform Saturday at the Hyde Park Jazz Festival. © MARSOK
continued from 31

SUNDAY 29

DEFEATER Field Mouse and Time & Pressure open. 8 PM, Beat Kitchen, 2100 W. Belmont, $15. 17+

Melodic hardcore isn’t known for indulging pleasurites, and Boston-based five-piece Defeater dare you to enter a universe that’s as bleak as it is complex. Derek Archambault (vocals), Adam Crow (guitar), Jake Woodruff (guitar), Mike Poulin (bass), and Joe Longobardi (drums) write concept albums that tell the story of a Depression-era working-class family as they struggle with adultery, treachery, poverty, and death. Archambault refers to the characters he's created as his own “Glass family” (a reference to recurring characters in the fiction of J.D. Salinger), and his narratives are inspired by Salinger’s work as well as stories from his grandparents. Literary-minded listeners can follow the story line chronologically, but that’s by no means necessary to enjoy Defeater’s music. In May the band put out their self-titled full-length, the only release in their catalog that tackles multiple character arcs at once. It might seem odd for a band to release their first self-titled album so late in the game, but they seem to be proudly claiming it as their magnum opus—and if they are, they have good reason. Produced by tastemaking engineer Will Yip (Touche Amore, Turnover), Defeater is clean and calculated, and Archambault still spits damnation and salvation in his tightly written lyrics. The narratives don’t overpower the songs as they sometimes did on previous releases; instead they’re complemented by explosive full-band bashes and more methodical guitar lines that lace the underbellies of tracks such as “Desperate.” But even without the stories dominating center stage, Defeater will suck you right into their wretched world. —MAESK

HYDE PARK JAZZ FESTIVAL See Saturday. 1-7 PM, various locations in Hyde Park (including Augustana Lutheran Church, Hyde Park Bank, and Rockefeller Chapel), $5 suggested donation per concert.

LIZZO See Pick of the Week, page 29. Ari Lennox and DJ Sophia Eris open. 8 PM, Aragon Ballroom, 1106 W. Lawrence, $20. 17+

MONDAY 30

CARACARA 8 PM, Beat Kitchen, 2100 W. Belmont, $12. 17+

If you’re an indie-rock fan with a taste for emo, then the words “Philadelphia band produced by Will Yip” should get your attention. Philly has become a bastion for indie and underground rock this decade thanks to the likes of Yip, a prolific engineer whose studio guidance has helped many of this generation’s best posthardcore bands take flight. In March, Philly four-piece Caracara released the EP Better, which Yip not only produced but also released on his Memory Music label. In a just world it would’ve racked up millions of streams in the six months since, just as several other Yip productions already have (Title Fight’s “Head in the Ceiling Fan” has topped five million plays, and Turnover’s “Super Natural” is closing in on 17 million), but Better’s bittersweet epic of a title track still hasn’t hit 100,000. Earlier this year, front man William Lindsay talked to Stereogum about several bands that inspired him to make Caracara’s music feel like a grand triumphant trek through a valley of shadows—Pianos Become the Teeth, Brutus, Caspian, and Deafheaven. Those influences come out in Caracara’s soaring guitars and huge melodies (though they prefer a flawlessy clean sound over murk or distortion) and in Lindsay’s agonized vocals, which lend the music just enough grit to hint at deep wells of anxiety, frustration, and hope. Better is this year’s scene sleeper—Caracara are on the right path, and with any luck, more people will notice soon. —LEOR GAILL
CONVERSATIONS WITH NICK CAVE: AN EVENING OF TALK & MUSIC
8 PM, Copernicus Center, 5216 W. Lawrence, sold out. 

Nick Cave has taken many twists and turns during his decades-long career. Though the iconic singer-songwriter is first and foremost known for his music, he’s also delved into acting, theater, novels, poetry, and film scores. His latest venture is possibly his most startling and profound deviation yet: ol’ Nick the Stripper now runs a blog called the Red Hand Files where he publicly answers fan mail. He might discuss the sound of God’s voice, field requests from blocked-up songwriters for “spare lyrics lying around,” or reply to heartfelt questions about sexuality, addiction, and the creative process. He’s become a sort of countercultural counselor, and beyond addressing his readers’ issues, he’s been very open about the way that his entire sense of self was ripped apart and re-created following the accidental death of his teenage son, Arthur, in 2015. During that time, Cave was in the midst of writing The Skeleton Tree, his 16th studio album with his band the Bad Seeds. When they began recording in 2016, he commissioned filmmaker Andrew Dominik to document their process, in part to answer the public’s questions about the music and his grief without subjecting himself to a barrage of interviews upon its release. The album and the resulting film, One More Time With Feeling, are stark testaments to the hollowing, mask-stripping effects of sudden loss. For the past year, Cave has been taking the intimate Q&A format of his blog on the road. In programs he’s calling Conversations With Nick Cave: An Evening of Talk & Music, the songwriter answers questions, takes song requests (which he plays on piano), and generally puts himself out there with a straightforwardness and vulnerability that most other artists who’ve made those qualities their stock-in-trade would be loathe to do. And though Cave is unafraid to confront serious issues, these performances also highlight a quality that’s been underrated over the years: his sense of humor. —MONICA KENDRICK

WEDNESDAY

GIRL BAND Ganser opens. 7:30 PM, Beat Kitchen, 2100 W. Belmont, $10. 

On their first full-length, 2015’s Holding Hands With Jamie, Dublin-based four-piece Girl Band perfected high-tension minimalist noise rock. The album’s songs are based on terse rhythms and simple, dissonant guitar loops, which lay the foundation for singer Dara Kiely’s convulsive performances—which always sound like he’s trying as hard as possible to fend off a full-on psychotic break. But on Girl Band’s upcoming second album, The Talkies (Rough Trade), the group seem to be doing their equivalent of taking a deep breath and chilling out. The tracks stretch moods out to the brink of snapping, but the energy is less barreling out of control and more syrupy throb. Girl Band’s new restraint may come as a bit of a surprise to old fans, but even within that less abrasive feel they’ve gotten better at conjuring icky feelings and high-stress sounds. —LUCA CIMARUSTI
**NEW**

- **2hrs 10/24, 7 PM, Bottom Lounge**
- **3.2 featuring Robert Berry, Chris Clark & Kenny Grohowski** 10/19, 9 PM, Reggie’s Rock Club, 17+
- **Academy of Mexican Dance** 1/5/20, 3 PM, Thalia Hall, 18+
- **American Authors, Magic Giant** 2/28/20, 7 PM, Cobra Lounge
- **Anti-Flag, J. Navarro & the Traitors, Code, Blind Adam & the Federal League** 12/20, 8 PM, Reggie’s Rock Club, 17+
- **Aquadolls** 11/18, 7:30 PM, Cobra Lounge
- **Awful, Blood People, Dorian Taj** 1/31/20, 9 PM, Hideout
- **Bayside, Sincere Engineer** 1/17, 8 PM, Bottom Lounge, on sale Fri 9/27, noon
- **Black Monastic with Yaw Agyeman, Kiara Lanier, Ben LaMar Gay, Joshua Abrams, AAD, Charles “Rick” Heath IV, Chris Paquette, Peter CottonTale** 1/16, 8 PM, Garfield Park Conservatory, part of Red Bull Music Festival Chicago, 18+
- **Blimes & Gab, Dave B** 1/11, 8 PM, Beat Kitchen, 17+
- **Sarah Borges & the Broken Singles** 12/11, 8 PM, Fitzgerald’s, Berwyn, on sale Fri 9/27, 11 AM
- **Broasis (Oasis tribute)** 1/4/20, 8 PM, City Winery, on sale Fri 9/27, noon
- **Calexico, Iron & Wine** 1/29-2/15/20, 8 PM, Thalia Hall, 17+
- **Carbon Leaf** 10/17, 8 PM, Chop Shop, 18+
- **Chromoe (DJ set), Goldroom (DJ set), DJ Holographic** 12/28, 9 PM, Park West, 18+
- **Claire & the Bears, Impulsive Heart, Lauren Anderson** 11/19, 8 PM, GMan Tavern
- **Dillinger Four, Modern Life Is War, Arms Aloft, C.H.E.W.** 11/21, 7 PM, Metro, 18+
- **Dolly Yarden, Frisbie** 1/11/20, 8 PM, SPACE, Evanston, on sale Fri 9/27, 10 AM
- **Don Santos, Lester Rey, DJ Que, Madre No. 12/11, 9 PM, Sleepy Village
- **Eniferus, Kalamah, Abigail Williams, Aenimus** 11/19, 6 PM, Reggie’s Rock Club, 17+
- **Eradicator, Dollar Signs, Wm Covert** 10/25, 6 PM, Cobra Lounge
- **Fee Lion, Kontravoid, Him Hun** 10/27, 8:30 PM, Empty Bottle
- **Feminist Happy Hour with Ruth & Eileen & more** 10/5, 6 PM, Empty Bottle, comedy and music event
- **Fitz & the Tantrums, Twin XL** 2/28/20, 8 PM, Rivera Theatre, on sale Fri 9/27, 10 AM
- **Julia Fordham** 5/6/20, 7:30 PM, SPACE, Evanston
- **Donavon Frankenreiter, Christina Holmes** 2/27/20, 8 PM, City Winery, on sale Fri 9/27, noon
- **Gammer, Riot, Tokyo Machine** 11/14, 8 PM, Concord Music Hall, 18+
- **Freddie Gibbs, Cousin Stizz, Benny the Butcher, Conway** 2/28, 8 PM, City Winery, on sale Fri 9/27, noon
- **Graham Scione 50: Celebrating 50 years of Gramophone Records with Steve “Silk” Hurley, Derrick Carter, Ron Trent, DJ Heather, Colette, JR of the Moleman, G Most, Jesse De La Pena, Justin**
- **Nerf Herder, Copyrights, 12/7, 8 PM, Reggie’s Rock Club, 17-**
- **Nicholas Phillips’ #4minatures: A Musical Response to Trump** 10/6, 8:30 PM, Constellation, 18+
- **Pile** 11/15/20, 5 PM, Empty Bottle
- **Grace Potter** 11/20, 8 PM, Riviera Theatre, on sale Fri 9/27, 10 AM
- **Old 97’s Holiday Hop! with Casper Magrath, Rhett Miller** 12/11, 8 PM, Thalia Hall, 17+
- **Mike Phillips 10/29, 8 PM, City Winery, on sale Fri 9/27, noon**
- **Nicholas Phillips’ #6minatures: Session of the Dead** 10/6, 8:30 PM, Constellation, 18+
- **Rebirth Brass Band** 11/17/20, 8:30 PM, Thalia Hall, 17+
- **Revelations Tour** 12/23, 7 PM, Alliance, 18+
- **Tina Nacci** 11/19, 8 PM, Thalia Hall, 18+
- **The Reptile Room** 11/13, 8 PM, Smart Bar
- **Theater of Lust** 12/12/20, 7 PM, Reggies’ Rock Club
- **Tierra Whack** 11/19, 7:30 PM, Chicago Theatre
- **The Things You Gave Me with Alex Jenny, J Bambii, Winter Sherrod, Bonita Applebum** 10/14, 8 PM, Subterranean, 17+
- **The Weeknd** 10/15, 8 PM, Chicago Theatre
- **Theo Croker, Olu Dara, the Machine** 4/12/20, 8 PM, Thalia Hall, 17+
- **Theo Croker, Olu Dara, the Machine** 10/12, 8 PM, Unitas
- **Theo Croker, Olu Dara, the Machine** 1/14/20, 8 PM, Unitas
- **Theo Croker, Olu Dara, the Machine** 11/19, 8 PM, Thalia Hall, 17+
- **Theo Croker, Olu Dara, the Machine** 12/14/20, 8 PM, Thalia Hall, 17+
- **Theo Croker, Olu Dara, the Machine** 2/2/20, 8 PM, Thalia Hall, 17+
- **Theo Croker, Olu Dara, the Machine** 10/12, 8 PM, Unitas
- **Theo Croker, Olu Dara, the Machine** 1/14/20, 8 PM, Unitas
- **Theo Croker, Olu Dara, the Machine** 1/14/20, 8 PM, Unitas
- **Theo Croker, Olu Dara, the Machine** 11/19, 8 PM, Thalia Hall, 17+
- **Theo Croker, Olu Dara, the Machine** 12/14/20, 8 PM, Thalia Hall, 17+
- **Timbre iam** 1/31/20, 9:30 PM, Thalia Hall, 17+
- **Tunaberry’s** 10/11, 9 PM, Hideout
- **Tierra Whack** 11/19, 8 PM, Thalia Hall, 17+
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WiFi that keeps up with the whole family.

Xfinity xFi gives you the fastest speeds and the best in-home WiFi experience. See who’s online, set curfews and pause your WiFi to bring the family together. Xfinity xFi puts you in control. Now that’s simple, easy, awesome.

Go to xfinity.com, call 1-800-xfinity or visit an Xfinity Store today.
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SAVAGE LOVE

The mind-your-own-business edition

Your Republican dad’s cross-dressing isn’t something you need to talk about with him.

By Dan Savage

Q: I’m a 35-year-old bisexual man in a LTR with a man. My question, however, has to do with my parents. As an adolescent/teen, I was a snoop (as I think most of us are, looking for dad’s porn stash, etc.). I was probably 12 or so when I found evidence of my dad being a cross-dresser. There were pictures of him in makeup and women’s clothing, and correspondence (under an alias and to a separate PO box) with other men interested in cross-dressing. As far as I could tell, he did this alone in hotel rooms while on work trips. Two years ago while on vacation, it came up while my mom and I were at dinner. She had recently found evidence, and she needed to take a short break to visit a friend out of state to process. She suggested I bring it up with him (I guess) because I’m queer and she knows I used to help host pansexual play parties. My dad is a devout Republican and comes off as very masculine. I see them only a couple times a year. Should I try to bring this up with my dad and let him know that I’ve known about his cross-dressing for more than 20 years and offer my knowledge about kink and alternative sexuality? Or just let him do his thing and we all retain the illusion of ignorance? My parents are still happily married—and whether it is more companionate than lusty, they love each other and have been married for more than 40 years. Your take would be appreciated.

—Son of a Cross-Dresser

A: Why does your mother want you to talk to your dad about his cross-dressing? Does she want you to talk him out of it? Does she want you to convince him to include her on his cross-dressing trips? Does she think he would benefit from attending a pansexual play party with his adult bisexual son?

Unless your father is in some sort of emotional distress or your mother is in some sort of danger, I really don’t see the point of this conversation. SOACD. It doesn’t sound like your dad is struggling with shame. If your dad had to abuse alcohol or smoke a crate of meth in order to give himself permission to cross-dress alone in a hotel room, you surely would have mentioned that fact.

From the details you included in your letter, SOACD, it sounds like your dad has successfully integrated cross-dressing into his life without harming himself or neglecting and endangering your mom. You could say your parents had a long and loving marriage despite the cross-dressing... or you could say it’s possible your parents’ marriage is an ongoing success despite the cross-dressing... but because of it. (It’s too bad it didn’t make him a better person politically, but you can’t have everything.) And while it might have been better for everyone if your dad had been open about his cross-dressing with his wife and kid(s), that ship sailed a long time ago.

I don’t see what this convo—coming 20 years after you discovered his cross-dressing and two years after your mother discovered it—will achieve other than embarrassing and humiliating your father. Your parents’ long, loving, successful marriage coexisted with your father’s cross-dressing for four decades, and I don’t see why it can’t continue to coexist with it now. And if your mother is sad that your dad never shared this with her and wants to reassure him that he didn’t need to hide this part of himself from her and that she loves him just the same, she doesn’t need to deputize her bisexual son to initiate that conversation. If she thinks it would be a relief and not a torment for her husband to know she knows and that knowing hasn’t changed how she feels about him, she should tell him.

Q: I’m 25 years old and polyamorous. I’m in a relationship with a 28-year-old man since August 2018. It was just him and me when we first started dating, and then his old flame came into the picture. This whole time he had said he was not interested in having kids and a home and a primary partner. Since he got surgery in June and is now unemployed, he’s had a lot of time to think, he says, and now he’s decided he wants kids and a home and a primary partner. He knows I don’t want any of these things, so he says his old flame is the person he’s going to do this with. He has made jokes about being an “alcoholic” since I first met him, and I thought it was just a joke. But now he’s spending money he simply does not have on alcohol. It worries...
me. Do I hang in there? Do I throw in the towel? I love this man very much, but I’m so confused. —PREVIOUSLY THE PRIMARY

A: I’m so sorry, PTP, but it would appear you’ve lost the unemployed guy with the drinking problem to another. But take heart: You’re young enough to meet someone else, someone who wants what you want and doesn’t want what you don’t. I’m certain that after meeting this person—or even long before you meet them—you’ll be able to recognize that your ex did you a favor. Sometimes we dodge the bullet, PTP, but on rare occasions the bullet dodges us.

Q: My 19-year-old younger brother is doing financial domination online. He maintains a Twitter account that’s mostly photos of him giving the finger and looking smug. He also posts pics of his feet, videos of him urinating (no penis visible, just the stream), and lots and lots of “bitch shots,” i.e., crotch-height photos looking up at him from below. He uses a lot of homophobic slurs in the tweets that accompany these images. I would have exactly zero fucks to give about this if my brother wasn’t still a teenager and wasn’t posting photos of his face. I warned him that the Internet is forever, and that facial-recognition software is a thing, and that people who don’t understand the role-play aspect of his use of hate speech will think he’s a bigot. This could come back to haunt him socially or professionally. Complicating matters somewhat, my little brother is a straight boy and I’m gay. He’s not making a ton of money doing this, but he’s making enough that my parents are wondering how he’s buying all those superexpensive shoes. What do I tell him? What do I tell them? —FALLING INTO

NEFAIRIOUS DOINGS OF MALE SIBLING

A: You’ve already told your brother the Internet is forever and the low-key, low-stakes pseudo sex work he’s doing could come back to haunt him, FINDOMS. Beyond that . . . well, there’s really not much more you can do. Your brother is an adult, as are the men paying “tribute” to him, as they say in FinDom/FinSub Twitter, and he’s free to make his own choices. As for your parents, why is explaining where your brother is getting all those new shoes your problem? If your brother is old enough to set up his own Twitter and Venmo accounts, he’s old enough to come up with a plausible lie about those shoes. 

Send letters to mail@savagelove.net. Download the Savage Lovecast every Tuesday at savagelovecast.com. 

@fakedansavage
CHICAGO, IL -60661 (09/26)

ASSOCIATE DATA SCIENTIST
Marketing Corporation has an opening in Chicago, IL for an Associate Data Scientist. Sprott prides predictive modeling initiatives that align with business objectives. To apply please submit a resume to Matthew Catalani, Attn: R. Calvert, 200 E. Ohio Street, Pittsburgh, PA 33716. Must respond with job requisition number 4483311 (09/26)

TransUnion, LLC seeks Consultants for Chicago, IL to independently collaborate with internal & external customers to deliver and execute all aspects of statistical analytics projects for business processes. Must be an expert in Master’s in Statistics/Management Risk or Operations Research/Management or related field, 4+ yrs exp. or Bachelor’s in Comp. Sci./Eng., Math, Analytics or Risk/Op. Research or Management related field (PhD exp. req.) SAS, R, SAS macros, SQL, and Natural Language Processing, scripting languages, SQL queries for data extraction, Unix/Linux/Compo Table data visualization, MS VBA, Dimensionality reduction techniques (feature selection, feature extraction, and statistical modeling), cluster analysis & variable selection, factor analysis for high risk consumer behavior. Send resume to: R. Harvey, Ref: ST, 555 W Adams, Chicago, IL 60661 (09/26)
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TransUnion, LLC seeks Campus/Programming Analyst for Chicago, IL location to design, develop and maintain internal systems software, a comprehensive university operations system. Must have a minimum of: 2 years of experience implementing quantitative active investment strategies. Create and interpret complex portfolio performance reports to address client inquiries regarding performance of stocks and portfolios; 2 years of experience performing quantitative analysis, including trend analyses, impact analyses, and regression analyses, using SAS or R; 2 years of experience researching, developing, implementing, and testing quantitative methodologies and statistical models; and 2 years of experience processing large data files and performing analyses using Microsoft Excel, SAS, and other data visualization and statistical analysis software including SAS Enterprise Guide, SOL, and VBA; and 2 years of experience working with middle office and compliance teams to resolve issues of exceptions and dependencies with data.

To apply please visit https://www.transunion.com and enter job code 1016091 when prompted. Alternatively, please send your resume, cover letter, and references to Jolanta Szaltz, 2160 E. Elliot Road, Tempe, AZ 85284. (09/26)

Groupon, Inc. is seeking a Technical Product Manager in Chicago, IL to support various responsibilities: managing data points, prioritizing issues, collaborating with cross-functional teams & lines & be a champion for adoptions & accuracy of existing processes as well as developing new BI & Analytics solutions. Apply at www.grouponcareers.com or via searching keyword R21886 (09/26)
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